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Reference: 20190190 
 
 
23 July 2019 
 
 

 
Dear
 
Thank you for your Official Information Act request, received on 9 April 2019.  You requested 
the following: 
 

Please provide all information (whether in draft form or final form) your office holds 
concerning: 
 
a) the development of the principles underlying and/or the negotiations about the 

Minister's 1995 letter and the Lease Heads of Agreement, with the period from 1 
May 1995 to 30 September 1996 (inclusive); and 

b) the later correspondence referred to in paragraph [4] above, for the periods from 1 
April 2007 to 31 March 2009 (inclusive) and from 1 January 2018 to 20 June 2018 
(inclusive). 

 
As you are aware, the Treasury made an error in processing your request which has 
substantially delayed our response to your request. We apologise again for any 
inconvenience that this may have caused you.  
 
Information Being Released 
The Treasury has transferred Part A of your request to Te Arawhiti, who has since 
responded. 
 
Please find enclosed the following documents which respond to Part B of your request: 
 

Item Date Document Description Decision 

1.  27 June 2008 – 2 
July 2008 

Email - FW Query from [redacted 
under section 9(2)(a) OIA] 

Release in part 

2.  11 December 
1995 

Email attachment - Waikato 
Raupatu Claim _ compensation 
claim by the University of Waikato 

Release in full 

3.  1 July 2008 – 2 
July 2008 

Email - RE University of Waikato 
and lease arrangements with 
Tainui Group Holdings 

Release in part 

4.  1 July 2008 – 4 
July 2008 

Email - RE University of Waikato 
and lease arrangements with 
Tainui Group Holdings (2) 

Release in part 

s9(2)(a)
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5.  1 May 2018 – 4 
May 2018 

Email - RE Information for your 
Minister - Tainui Lease - University 
of Waikato 

Release in part 

6.  1 May 2018 – 7 
May 2018 

Email - RE Information for your 
Minister - Tainui Lease - University 
of Waikato (2) 

Release in part 

7.  12 June 2018 Email - RE Information for Minister 
- Tainui Lease - University of 
Waikato 

Release in part 

8.  12 June 2018 Email attachment - AM_18_00394 
Waikato University - Tainui Lease   
report analysis TSY Comments 

Release in part 

9.  12 June 2018 – 
18 June 2018 

Email - FW TEC report on 
Waikato's leasing arrangements - 
feedback from TSY 

Release in part 

10.  18 June 2019 Email attachment - AM_18_00394 
Waikato University - Tainui Lease 
report - Ed and TSY comments 

Release in part 

11.  12 June 2018 – 
20 June 2018 

Email - Updates from Tertiary VA Release in part 

12.  6 June 2018 – 11 
June 2018 

Email - RE Information for your 
Minister - Tainui Lease - University 
of Waikato (3) 

Release in part 

 
I have decided to release the relevant parts of the documents listed above, subject to 
information being withheld under one or more of the following sections of the Official 
Information Act, as applicable: 
 
a) personal contact details of officials, under section 9(2)(a) – to protect the privacy of 

natural persons, including that of deceased natural persons, 
a) names and contact details of junior officials and certain sensitive advice, under section 

9(2)(g)(i) – to maintain the effective conduct of public affairs through the free and frank 
expression of opinions, 

b) commercially sensitive information, under section 9(2)(b)(ii) – to protect the 
commercial position of the person who supplied the information, or who is the subject 
of the information, 

c) direct dial phone numbers of officials, under section 9(2)(k) – to prevent the disclosure 
of information for improper gain or improper advantage. 

 
 
We have redacted the direct dial phone numbers of officials under section 9(2)(k) in order to 
reduce the possibility of staff being exposed to phishing and other scams.  
This is because information released under the OIA may end up in the public domain, for 
example, on websites including the Treasury’s own website. 
 
Some information has been redacted because it is not covered by the scope of your request. 
This is because the documents include matters outside your specific request. 
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In making my decision, I have considered the public interest considerations in section 9(1) of 
the Official Information Act.  
 
Please note that this letter (with your personal details removed) and enclosed documents 
may be published on the Treasury website. 
 
This reply addresses the information you requested. You have the right to ask the 
Ombudsman to investigate and review my decision.  
 
Yours sincerely 
 
 
 
 
 
Chris Nees 
Acting Manager, Skills and Employment 
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From: Ben Udy [TSY]
Sent: Monday, 11 June 2018 1:56 PM
To:  [TSY]
Subject: RE: Information for your Minister - Tainui Lease - University of Waikato

[IN-CONFIDENCE] 
 
Hey
 
From what I have read the paper is technically sound (although I haven’t worked through the math in detail).  
From a technical perspective my main concern is the same as is highlighted below, the 10 year rate is a more 
appropriate rate to use than the 30 day, though the implications of this are likely to be fairly small. The average 30 
day interest rate over that period is 5.1% while the average 10 year rate is 5.44%.  
 
However, the concerns are more significant on the policy side.  

• The 50 year limit on the lease may limit the payment required for future rent payments, though given the 
discount rate this is again likely to be small. 

• Option value, I’m slightly confused on what  said. If Waikato could not have sold the land anyway 
until 2010 then the option value is 0 at the time of the original transaction. However, there would still be an 
option value that is lost after 2010. Guthrie’s calculations of the lump sum payment don’t take this into 
account anyway so it doen’t really undermine the analysis.  

• I think my main concern is on the difference between ex-post and ex-ante, which ties neatly into the issue of 
whether the crown should compensate anything at all. Guthrie’s rec of $12-$14 mill, is based on the ex-post 
analysis (the idea that land prices have gone up by more than was expected), if this was any normal 
transaction the buyer would have no obligation to compensate the seller if what they purchased rose in 
value by more than expected and I’m not sure this situation should be any different. My default assumption 
is that funding should be allocated on the basis of need today not inadequate funding in the past. The lack 
of funding for ratchet clause possibly reflects a genuine error at the time. Based forecasts at the 1997 
Budget I think the compensation on an ex-ante basis is likely to be in the ‘low growth’ panel of table 1.   

 
Very rough back of the envelope analysis but it’s something to go on. Happy to discuss further.  
 
Ben Udy | Forecasting | The Treasury - Kaitohutohu Kaupapa Rawa 
Tel: +  | Ben.Udy@treasury.govt.nz 
    
CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE 
The information in this email is confidential to the Treasury, intended only for the addressee(s), and may also be legally privileged. If you are not an intended 
addressee: 
a. please immediately delete this email and notify the Treasury by return email or telephone (64 4 472 2733); 
b. any use, dissemination or copying of this email is strictly prohibited and may be unlawful.  
 
From:  [TSY]  
Sent: Wednesday, 6 June 2018 10:11 a.m. 
To: Ben Udy [TSY] <Ben.Udy@treasury.govt.nz> 
Subject: FW: Information for your Minister - Tainui Lease - University of Waikato 
 
[IN-CONFIDENCE] 
 
FYI for your analysis of the paper – in case some questions pop up as you read through 
 
 
From:  [mailto: @tec.govt.nz]  
Sent: Wednesday, 6 June 2018 10:07 a.m. 

s9(2)(k)

s9(2)(a) s9(2)(a)

s9(2)(a)

s9(2)(g)(i)
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To:  [TSY] < @treasury.govt.nz> 
Subject: RE: Information for your Minister - Tainui Lease - University of Waikato 
 
Hi
 
Just to clarify a few points in Waikato’s Campus Rent analysis paper, that may affect the analysis being done by your 
people –  
 

• According to the Heads of Agreement, the term of the lease is 50 years (from 1996), with a right of renewal 
for a further term of 20 years – not indefinite. Hence the reference to the 50-year term in our paper. This 
could have an effect on the values being discussed in the paper? 

• Waikato’s paper says that Waikato was not compensated for the loss of the option to sell unwanted land 
when market conditions warrant a sale. Firstly no transfers of assets were made for any TEI until after 2010. 
So technically they were not worse off than any other TEI (until 2010!). 

• Also, the intent of Crown Asset Transfer and Disposal Policy process is transfer Crown-owned assets into TEI 
ownership provided its can demonstrate that it is in current use and is needed for future use. If they cannot 
prove this future need, the transfer may not be made or particular land assets could be disposed of at the 
time of transfer and the proceeds reinvested into capital projects that reflect the TEIs current and emerging 
needs. However this was only after 2010 (actually earliest MoU signed was in late 2011 for VUW) not from 
1996. 

• Any disposal made in these early days were for very small portions of land or small relocatable buildings, not 
large portions of the core campus, which all of the TEIs in this asset transfer process still occupy. So 
compensating for “the loss of the option to sell unwanted land when market conditions warrant a sale”, may
be quite a liberal assumption. There may be a portion they could have disposed but probably not all of it. 
Sale does not depend on market conditions but on whether they are using it or not for research and 
educational purposes (TEIs are not in the business of property speculation). 

• Also the analysis uses a 30-day bank bill rate throughout. Is that a right standard to use? I would have 
thought the 10-year Government bond rate would be more appropriate.  
 

Hope this is useful. 
 
Regards 
 
 

Senior Business Analyst - Monitoring and Crown Ownership 
Tertiary Education Commission Te Amorangi Mātauranga Matua  

s9(2)(a)

s9(2)(g)(i) s9(2)(g)(i)
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From: Margaret Galt
Sent: Wednesday, 2 July 2008 10:43 AM
To: Bridget Tyson
Subject: FW: Query from 

As mentioned in my last email 
  
————————————————————————————————— 
Margaret Galt | Senior Analyst | The Treasury 
Phone +  | Margaret.Galt@treasury.govt.nz 
    
CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE 
The information in this email is confidential to the Treasury, intended only for the addressee(s), and may also be legally privileged. If you are not an intended 
addressee: 
a. please immediately delete this email and notify the Treasury by return email or telephone (64 4 472 2733); 
b. any use, dissemination or copying of this email is strictly prohibited and may be unlawful.  
  
 

From: Margaret Galt  
Sent: Friday, 27 June 2008 10:32 a.m. 
To: Simon MacPherson 
Cc: Margaret Young 
Subject: RE: Query from  

Hi Simon 
  
Do you think the concern  is raising is about  
(1) how the rent to Tainui is set ... or is it about  
(2) how the University of Waikato is compensated for the rental increases? 
  
A bit of background on each of these  
  
(1) how the rent to Tainui is set 
  
The University and Tainui negotiated an agreement between them about how the lease of the land would work. I 
found this reference to the actual process of the negotiations and the outcome: 
The terms of the lease over the land have now been finalised.  Agreement was reached between 
the parties on almost all terms.  One notable exception that was referred to expert determination 
was the presence of a ratchet clause in the lease.  Upon the determination of the expert a limited 
ratchet was inserted which fixes a level of rental at the beginning of each lease term below which 
the level of rental cannot fall. (The lease has an initial term of 50 years and provides for 
subsequent ongoing renewable 20 year terms.) .... 
The lease provides for the University to have a continual right of renewal so long as it, or its 

successor, 
is primarily an education institute.  Should the University, or its successor, wish not to renew the 

lease,  
 cease to be primarily an educational institute, then the lease provides for a subsequent final 

terminating  
lease period of the length of the remaining economic life of the buildings (although not greater 

than 50  
years).  After this period the lessee is required to remove all buildings not required by either the 

lessee  
or Waikato, and return the land to bare land status.  The University considers that this obligation  
imposes costs of demolition and site restoration, and the loss of the value of the buildings that are 
demolished; 

s9(2)(a)

s9(2)(a)

s9(2)(a)

s9(2)(k)
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Waikato Raupatu Claim : compensation claim by the University of Waikato (Treasury:316124)  Add To Worklist 
  
  
(2) how the University of Waikato is compensated for the rental increases 
  
At the time of the settlement the government agreed to compensate Waikato university, and Waikato Polytech for the 
loss of value because the land was now leased to them rather than "owned" by them. The University of Waikato 
received $1.5m and the Polytech received $0.875m in compensation in the form of a capital injection. These sums 
were negotiated with the institutions (in the case of the University in particular the negotiations were quite protacted 
and involved a number of meetings between the minister and the university) and were intended to be a full and final 
settlement. It should be noted that there were a range of other crown entities that also received compensation -- the 
issue was far wider than just TEIs. 
  
Waikato (Tainui) Raupatu Claim settlement: 18 month progress report on implementation (Treasury:325680)  Add To 
Worklist  
  
Best wishes 
  
Margaret 
————————————————————————————————— 
Margaret Galt | Senior Analyst | The Treasury 
Phone +  | Margaret.Galt@treasury.govt.nz 
    
CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE 
The information in this email is confidential to the Treasury, intended only for the addressee(s), and may also be legally privileged. If you are not an intended 
addressee: 
a. please immediately delete this email and notify the Treasury by return email or telephone (64 4 472 2733); 
b. any use, dissemination or copying of this email is strictly prohibited and may be unlawful.  
  
 

From: Simon MacPherson  
Sent: Friday, 27 June 2008 8:51 a.m. 
To: Margaret Young; Margaret Galt 
Cc: Iain Cossar; Mark 
Subject: Query from  

 left me a message yesterday asking whether we had any involvement in issues to do with the University of 
Waikato & ground rent with Tainui.  It rings a bell but I do not remember being involved in it.  Anything? 
  
Simon 
  
————————————————————————————————— 
Simon MacPherson | Manager, Workforce Attachment and Skills | The Treasury 
Phone +  | simon.macpherson@treasury.govt.nz 
    
CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE 
The information in this email is confidential to the Treasury, intended only for the addressee(s), and may also be legally privileged. If you are not an intended 
addressee: 
a. please immediately delete this email and notify the Treasury by  
return email or telephone (64 4 472 2733); 
b. any use, dissemination or copying of this email is strictly prohibited and may be unlawful.  
  

s9(2)(a)
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TREASURY REPORT COVER SHEET 
 
 
 
REPORT NO: T95/3806 
 
 
 
DATE: 11 December 1995 
 
 
 
SUBJECT: Waikato Raupatu Claim:  Compensation 

claim by the University of Waikato 
 
 
 
ACTION SOUGHT: Sign the attached draft letter and forward 

to the Minister of Education for his 
signature 

 
 
 
DEADLINE: Letter should be with the University of 

Waikato as soon as possible 
 
 
 
SECURITY CLASSIFICATION: In Confidence 
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 GD/24/4/2 
 T95/3806 
 
 
 
IN CONFIDENCE 
 
 
 
11 December 1995 
 
 
 
Minister of Finance 
 
 
WAIKATO RAUPATU CLAIM:  COMPENSATION CLAIM BY THE 
UNIVERSITY OF WAIKATO 

Executive Summary 

1. A letter has been received from the Vice-Chancellor of the University of 
Waikato to the Minister of Education and copied to other Ministers.  The 
University states that it may make a public statement on the question of the 
appropriate level of compensation to be received from the Crown in connection 
with the Waikato-Tainui raupatu settlement.  This may occur at the 
University Council’s next full meeting on 13 December 1995. 
 
2. Ministers have previously considered many of the compensation claims 
made by the University and agreed not to compensate for them.  The tenor of 
this was communicated to the University in a letter from the Minister of Finance 
and Minister of Education, dated 6 September 1995, which stated that the 
valuation methodology should provide market based compensation to the 
University.  Ministers left open the possibility that they may consider further 
compensation claims made by the University.  In an earlier meeting on 
27 July 1995 Ministers informed the University that compensation claims should 
be made after the negotiation of the University’s lease and completion of the 
valuation of the lands on which the University is situated. 
 
3. The University has continued to seek compensation.  The terms of the 
University’s lease have been finalised following arbitration.  However the 
valuation process is still in mediation stage.  The University remains unhappy 
with some of the terms of the lease and has indicated that it will not be a willing 
participant in either the sales or leaseback process unless compensation issues 
are resolved to its satisfaction. 
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4. The University’s approach appears to be to seek compensation for all 
perceived disadvantages of the settlement.  The settlement inevitably results in 
the University holding a parcel of rights and obligations which have risks and 
opportunities which differ from its rights and obligations before the settlement.  
These have both disadvantages and advantages.  Officials consider that the 
criteria for compensation should be whether the value of rights post-settlement, 
including the price paid to the University for Waikato’s lessor interest in the 
land, is lower than pre-settlement.  This cannot ultimately be determined until 
after the valuation process is complete, but officials expect that the pre and 
post values to be comparable. 
 
5. Officials consider that the University is focusing unduly on the 
disadvantages of the settlement without recognising the advantages.  The 
University is also being unrealistic in its expectations of compensation for the 
disadvantages it identifies without account being taken of the value of the gains 
from the settlement. 
 
6. Treasury, in consultation with officials from the Office of Treaty 
Settlements and the Ministry of Education, suggest that Ministers may wish to 
contact and possibly meet with representatives of the University before 
13 December 1995 to discuss the University’s concerns.  Officials should then 
follow up on the detailed issues.  The discussion should focus on seeking to 
establish whether the University is worse off overall under the sale and 
leaseback than they would be had the process not taken place. 
 
7. A letter seeking to meet with representatives of the University is attached 
for your signature and forwarding to the Minister of Education for his joint 
signature.  We also suggest that the Minister in Charge of Treaty of Waitangi 
Negotiations attend any meeting. 
 
Background and Current Position 

8. The Deed of Settlement between the Crown and Waikato provides for the 
transfer of land on which Waikato University is currently situated to Waikato, 
should Waikato seek this land.  This land is mostly owned by the Crown 
(approximately 62 hectares) with some land owned by the University 
(approximately 4.5 hectares).  The land will be leased back to the University on 
commercial terms that have regard to the University’s operations. 
 
9. The terms of the lease over the land have now been finalised.  Agreement 
was reached between the parties on almost all terms.  One notable exception 
that was referred to expert determination was the presence of a ratchet clause 
in the lease.  Upon the determination of the expert a limited ratchet was 
inserted which fixes a level of rental at the beginning of each lease term below 
which the level of rental cannot fall. (The lease has an initial term of 50 years 
and provides for subsequent ongoing renewable 20 year terms.) 
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10. The process for valuing the Crown land on which the University is 
situated, and the University land, is set out in Attachment 8 to the Deed of 
Settlement.  An initial valuation of $5.793 million was struck by the OTS valuer.  
Waikato did not object to the valuation, whereas the University’s value came in 
at $9.5 million.  The valuation is currently in mediation. 
 
Waikato University’s Current Claim 

11. The University is concerned that the valuation process, which is intended 
to provide full market based compensation, will not adequately compensate 
them for the costs the settlement will impose.  They have written to Ministers 
and the Ministry of Education seeking compensation for a number of settlement 
related matters.  These include: 
 
• the difference between the freehold and lease encumbered value of the 

land to transfer.  Under the valuation methodology the land to transfer will 
be valued on the basis that it is encumbered by the lease negotiated 
between the University and Waikato, and consequently disadvantageous 
to the purchaser, as opposed to full freehold use of the land.  This prices, 
within market based parameters, the value of the lease to a lessor.   
 
The University seeks the full freehold value of the land to transfer, without 
any discount to reflect the market value of the lease.  It is not clear 
whether the University does not consider that the impact of a lease should 
be taken into account when valuing the property being transferred to 
Waikato, or whether it considers that the impact of the lease does not 
reduce the market value of the land below its freehold value; 

 
• the loss of equity by the University in its improvements.  The University 

considers that there is a loss in value of its improvements associated with 
their being on leased land.  This is because an investor would require a 
higher yield from an investment in the University’s improvements to reflect 
the increased risk relating to land being leasehold and not freehold.   

  
• protection against the termination clauses of the lease.  The lease 

provides for the University to have a continual right of renewal so long as 
it, or its successor, is primarily an education institute.  Should the 
University, or its successor, wish not to renew the lease, or cease to be 
primarily an educational institute, then the lease provides for a subsequent 
final terminating lease period of the length of the remaining economic life 
of the buildings (although not greater than 50 years).   
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After this period the lessee is required to remove all buildings not required 
by either the lessee or Waikato, and return the land to bare land status.  
The University considers that this obligation imposes costs of demolition 
and site restoration, and the loss of the value of the buildings that are 
demolished; 
 

• direct legal, negotiation and valuation costs.  The University has incurred 
costs arising directly from the settlement process.  These include legal, 
negotiation and valuation costs.  They estimate that the current level of 
expenditure is approximately $150,000 and is likely to reach $250,000. 

 
12. The University has indicated that unless their compensation claims are 
adequately dealt with they would not sign a lease for the properties to transfer 
to Waikato.  The University has also informally indicated that it may not be 
willing to transfer its lands to the Crown for use in the settlement process, 
thereby hindering transfer. 
 
Proposed Crown Approach to the Claims 

Ministers’ previous decisions relating to issues underlying the claims 

13. Ministers have previously agreed: 
 
• that the cost of all Tertiary Educational Institutes’ (TEI) lease payments to 

Waikato, whether in respect of Crown-owned or TEI owned land should be 
met as a lump sum equivalent to the value of the land transferred to 
Waikato [CAB(95)M 16/6A(ii) refers]; 

  
• that any transaction expenses, including those incurred in the sale of the 

land, leasing back the land, or the valuation process that would ordinarily 
be borne by the vendor or lessee, should be borne by vendor agencies 
[CAB(95)M 18/4A refers]; 

  
• that the Waikato settlement expenses are essentially an exogenous shock 

to the TEIs and should be managed by them in the same way as other 
such shocks [CSC(95)M 25/6 refers]; 

  
• to invite the TEIs, and other vendor agencies that wish to advance 

compensation claims, to direct the settlement expenses to their 
Responsible Minister for consideration in the context of normal ownership 
monitoring [CSC(95)M 25/6 refers]; 

  
• that providing an indemnity for any liabilities that arise from the treatment 

of improvements upon the termination of TEI leases with Waikato would 
materially reduce the TEIs incentives to manage those risks, that the TEIs 
are best placed to manage the risks, and that no indemnity should be 
granted [CSC(95)M 25/6 refers]; 
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14. These decisions are in line with the usual allocation of costs in a 
commercial sale, and enable the most effective management of the identified 
costs.  Agreement to fund the costs identified by the University would establish 
a strong precedent for the Crown to provide compensation to other Crown 
agencies. 
 
Ministers’ previous correspondence with the University 

15. Ministers (of Finance, Education, and Justice) have previously had one 
meeting with representatives of the University, and provided a follow up letter 
(from the Ministers of Finance and Education) after that meeting to the 
University.  The key messages conveyed at the meeting and in the letter were: 
 
• that the Crown is committed to a process of sale and leaseback on a basis 

that is equivalent to a voluntary and fully commercial market transaction; 
  
• the University will receive a capital sum equivalent to full market value of 

the Crown and University lands on which the University is situated;   
  
• The full market value of the lands will be determined pursuant to the 

valuation methodology set out in Attachment 8 to the Deed.  Specifically: 
 
- it will have regard to all the terms of the lease negotiated with 

Waikato.  Onerous terms in the lease should be priced to provide the 
University with market based compensation for any terms that are a 
detriment to them; 

 
- it will be calculated with regard to a hypothetical reasonable 

commercial level of expenses incurred in concluding a commercial 
transaction; 

  
• prudent management of the capital sum received by the University should 

ensure that sufficient income is produced to meet ongoing rental 
obligations; 

  
• the Crown also seeks to ensure that the University of Waikato is not 

disadvantaged relative to other Universities that own their own land and 
do not pay a rental to the Crown for use of Crown land; 

 
• any further compensation claims should be made after both the lease 

terms have been negotiated and the valuation process completed. 
 
Analysis of  the University’s claims 

16. The University has identified a number of costs and disadvantages which 
they consider the settlement imposes upon them, arguing that they should be 
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restored to the same position as before the settlement.  Officials have 
previously reported to Ministers about most of these.   
 
17. The settlement inevitably results in the University holding a parcel of rights 
and obligations which have risks and opportunities which differ from its rights 
and obligations before the settlement.  These have both disadvantages and 
advantages.  Officials consider that the criteria for compensation should be 
whether the value of rights post-settlement, including the price paid to the 
University for Waikato’s lessor interest in the land and the University’s lease 
obligations, is lower than pre-settlement.  Officials’ preliminary assessment is 
that the value of those parcels of rights and obligations is likely to be 
approximately the same.  However, we have not been able to do quantitative 
calculations at this time to confirm this, and expect that this could not be 
accurately undertaken until the valuation process is complete. 
 
18. The approach proposed by officials involves a change to the previous 
undertaking from the Crown, that the University should not be disadvantaged 
relative to other Universities that own their land and do not pay a rental to the 
Crown for the use of Crown land.  The proposed approach focuses on the 
University not being disadvantaged by the settlement relative to its position had 
the settlement not proceeded.  This will ensure that analysis is centred on a 
comparatively similar basis, focusing on the desire for the University not to be 
materially disadvantaged by the impact of the Waikato settlement. 
 
19. Officials consider that the University’s approach focuses unduly on the 
disadvantages of the settlement without recognising the advantages.  The 
University is also being unrealistic in its expectations of compensation for the 
disadvantages it identifies without account being taken of the value of the gains 
from the settlement. 
 
20. A disaggregation follows of the relative parcels of rights, liabilities, and 
associated risks to illustrate this. 
 
University’s position before the settlement 

21. Prior to the settlement the University had: 
 
• free occupation of Crown land but no defined ownership rights.  This 

meant no legally enforceable security of tenure on the land owned by the 
Crown.  There was no lease in place and the Crown could transfer 
ownership of the land to any third party landlord, with uncertain outcomes 
for the University.  It is likely that there was an expectation that the Crown 
may eventually transfer the land to the University.  However this would not 
be guaranteed and under these circumstances an investor in the 
University or the improvements would be likely to require a risk premium to 
reflect the uncertainty of tenure; 
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• no rental obligations.  The University did not have to meet any rental costs 
associated with remaining on the land; 

  
• no flexibility to redeploy the capital tied up in the land to other uses.  The 

University was not able to decide to convert the land to a lease-hold 
interest and use the money for something else; 

  
• no express legal obligations or rights at the time the University may wish 

to vacate Crown land.  Prior to the settlement, there was no explicit 
obligation to remove buildings on Crown land at the termination of 
University’s occupation of Crown land.  However, should the University, or 
the Crown, not be able to attract a buyer, given the remaining economic 
life of the improvements, it is likely that the most economic solution would 
be to demolish the improvements and seek to capture the value of the 
land; 

  
• no express legal obligations at the time the University may wish to vacate 

land it owns.  The University could sell its own land in smaller parcels than 
they currently are in to give it greater flexibility to downsize should it wish 
to.  However, the current small size of the parcels of land they own makes 
this scenario unlikely.  Also, as above, the lack of explicit obligations to 
remove buildings at the termination of occupation of the land prior to the 
settlement, belies the likely most economic outcome at any time of 
termination of occupation which would be to follow a similar process to 
that set out in the lease; 

  
• no legal, valuation, or negotiation costs.  However, at the time that the 

Crown either transferred the land to the University, or to a third party with 
the University required to negotiate a lease, similar costs would arise. 

 
University’s position after the settlement 

22. After the settlement it is envisaged that the University will have: 
 
• legally enforceable security of tenure.  The lease document will provide a 

legally enforceable right in perpetuity for the University to remain on its 
current site so long as it is primarily an educational institute.  There is 
greater risk to an investor in the University from its being on leasehold 
land than freehold, however it seems reasonable that being on leasehold 
land is less risk than no legally enforceable security of tenure; 

  
• rental obligations with a capital sum of equal value.  The University will 

have an obligation to pay a market rental.  This may be approximately 7% 
of the value of the land annually.  However, the University will receive a 
capital sum equivalent to the value of this ongoing obligation; 
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• flexibility to redeploy the capital tied up in the land to other uses.  The 
University will be able to use the money it receives, equivalent to the value 
of the land transferred, for the greatest financial, or other, return.   

  
• express legal obligations arising at the time that the University wants to 

vacate the land.  At the time of the termination of the University lease, 
express obligations arise relating to the removal of buildings by the lessee 
without compensation.  These may be borne either by the University, or a 
party to whom the lease is assigned (either on the basis of being primarily 
an educational institute and therefore continually renewable, or to a non-
educational party for the remaining economic life of the buildings, but in 
any case not more than 50 years).  The impact of the obligation is likely to 
reduce the value to the University of any sale of its lease interest or 
buildings.  However, the University is compensated for this obligation 
up-front in the market value to be paid to them. 

 
The University can sublease portions of the lease which will give it some 
flexibility to downsize its operations without invoking the obligation.  The 
assignment for a final term of the economic life of the buildings will also 
provide for the University to obtain a return to offset the financial obligation 
associated with termination. 
 
The movement of the University off its present site is largely hypothetical.  
This would be best managed in the future.  Waikato have also indicated 
their desire to have an ongoing relationship with the University and a 
modification of lease terms may be possible in the future to assist the 
University should it encounter difficulties under the current lease; 
 

• legal, valuation and negotiation costs.  The University will incur a range of 
direct transaction costs associated with the sale and leaseback.  However, 
we expect that the valuation for the property received by the University 
should contain a component that compensates for a hypothetical 
reasonable level of transaction costs that would ordinarily arise in the 
market for such a transaction. 

  
23. Should a capital charge regime be implemented the University is unlikely 
to be disadvantaged and may even be advantaged.  The value of the money 
received by the University will be an increase in the Crown’s net equity 
investment in the University.  Should a capital charge be introduced on TEIs net 
equity, then if the rental yield is less than the capital charge rate then the 
University will benefit by returning the value of the land to the Crown and 
reducing its capital charge.  The University would continue to receive funding to 
meet the capital charge (potentially through the EFTS scheme) to meet rental 
obligations. 
 
Application to the University’s specific claims for compensation 
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24. The above analysis shows that the University’s claim is not a balanced 
assessment of the impact of the settlement on their business, focussing instead 
on the perceived disadvantages.  It also shows that the disadvantages claimed 
by the University are, in the main, adequately compensated for in the 
application of the valuation methodology, which delivers market based 
compensation to the University.  We have previously reported this to you 
(T95/2200 refers). 
 
25. Responses to the specific elements of the University’s claims for 
compensation based on this analysis are as follows: 
  
• the difference between the freehold and lease encumbered value of the 

land to transfer. This should be approximately zero since the lease terms 
will approximate freehold title; 

  
• the loss of equity by the University in its improvements. The University’s 

calculations have been based on the impact on the value of improvements 
which the Crown in fact owns (the value of Crown owned improvements is 
$132.440 million).  It is not clear that the University would bear any such 
loss of equity because for Crown land the University does not currently 
have secure title. The impact of the additional yield the University claims is 
required over the University owned improvements (the value of University 
owned improvements is $3.188 million) is unlikely to be material; 

  
• protection against the termination clauses of the lease. These obligations 

are unlikely to be materially different from those a seller with freehold title 
would face. The situation is too hypothetical anyway and would be best 
dealt with at the time it arose; 

  
• direct legal, negotiation and valuation costs. The valuation of the land 

which the University will receive should incorporate an amount for normal 
such transaction costs incurred by a seller. 

 
Crown’s Strategy From Here 

26. The proposed framework of analysis that focuses on comparing parcels of 
rights, liabilities, and risks is a different framework than that used by the 
University to date.  It provides a better balanced methodology but it is not clear 
whether the University will accept it.  Even if the University accepts the 
proposed framework it appears likely from the discussions to date that there 
may be considerable disagreement on elements within it, eg the amount of risk 
associated with the University’s current lack of legal security of tenure etc. 
 
27. Officials still consider that this framework is likely to be a more productive 
means to have constructive dialogue with the University.  We expect that 
officials from the Treasury and the Ministry of Education would be best placed 
to have detailed dialogue with representatives of the University. 
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28. However, officials consider that it would be useful for Ministers (the 
Ministers of Finance, Education and Justice) to first invite representatives from 
the Waikato University to meet further to discuss their concerns.  This should 
also seek their agreement to a process for addressing outstanding 
compensation claims that does not involve the University making public 
statements at this time.  Officials consider that this meeting should take place 
before the University Council meets on 13 December 1995 if feasible. 
 
29. At that meeting it would be useful to suggest that officials from the Ministry 
of Education and Treasury enter into a process for assessing the University’s 
claims in a manner consistent with analysis of the value of the different parcels 
of rights, liabilities and risks the University has before and after settlement.  
This process should commence after Christmas, after the valuation mediation 
process has been completed. 
 
30. There is a risk that the University may not be satisfied with the outcome of 
the process of addressing their outstanding claims, particularly if there is an 
expectation created of significant compensation, which may not be able to be 
realised.  Should this be the case then officials from the Office of Treaty 
Settlements, in consultation with the Treasury and the Ministry of Education will 
report to Ministers providing them with options on how to proceed. 
 
31. We attach a draft letter for your joint signature, if you wish, with the 
Minister of Education to the Vice Chancellor of the University of Waikato, 
inviting representatives of the University to meet with Ministers to discuss the 
University’s compensation concerns.  We will brief you further prior to any 
meeting if you wish. 
 
Recommendation 

32. We recommend that you sign the attached draft letter and forward it to the 
Minister of Education for his signature. 
 
 
 
 
 
Kaye Barwood 
for Secretary to the Treasury 
 
 
 
Deputy Minister of Finance 
Minister in Charge of Treaty of Waitangi Negotiations 
Minister of Education 
 
Referred:  Yes/No 
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Minister of Finance 
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From: Kirsty Flannagan
Sent: Wednesday, 2 July 2008 8:33 AM
To: Cheryl Barnes; Oscar Parkyn
Subject: RE: University of Waikato and lease arrangements with Tainui Group Holdings

Cheryl,  
  
It's hard to comment without knowing the extent of the rental cost increases - the response from the Crown depends 
somewhat on the size of the increase which will help make the assessment of whether the increase should be 
manageable by the entity or not. 
  
I don't think we can provide specific examples of similar situations with CRIs.  I'm not aware of any CRI ever 
approaching the Crown because of an increase in lease cost, or indeed over any increase in operating cost.  If there 
was a large increase in rental (or other operating) cost, our expectation is that all costs are managed by the CRI and 
that it continues to generate a reasonable return on its assets.  The CRI would need to consider all possible ways to 
manage increased costs, and this might include increasing its revenue (charging more to private sector clients and 
reflecting its increased costs in FRST bids), changing its configuration to be more efficient/reduce its land needs; 
reducing costs in other areas; reducing services provided.   
  
Although the Crown did provide additional equity funding to IRL recently, the circumstances were different as the 
funding was one-off to get IRL back to a sustainable level of debt rather than to give it increased/ongoing operating 
funding. 
  
Happy to discuss 
Cheers 
Kirsty 
 

From: Cheryl Barnes  
Sent: Wednesday, 2 July 2008 8:18 a.m. 
To: Kirsty Flannagan; Oscar Parkyn 
Subject: FW: University of Waikato and lease arrangements with Tainui Group Holdings 

any thoughts? 
 

From: Simon MacPherson  
Sent: Tuesday, 1 July 2008 7:17 p.m. 
To: Claire Douglas; Rowena Phair; Cheryl Barnes 
Cc: Mark Jacobs; Colin Lynch; Margaret Galt 
Subject: FW: University of Waikato and lease arrangements with Tainui Group Holdings 

FYI.  Any thoughts or suggestions gratefully received in terms of any reflections from your area.  I will go back to Andy 
to suggest he might want to specify this a bit more precisely - obviously any Government agency may face situations 
where it faces a disagreement with its landlord.  Although part of the message might also be that the Crown does not 
normally simply provide extra money in these circumstances. 
  
Colin and Mark FYI given the Tainui connection. 
  
This is presumably commercially sensitive. 
  
Simon 
  
————————————————————————————————— 
Simon MacPherson | Manager, Workforce Attachment and Skills | The Treasury 
Phone +  | simon.macpherson@treasury.govt.nz 
    
CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE 

s9(2)(k)
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The information in this email is confidential to the Treasury, intended only for the addressee(s), and may also be legally privileged. If you are not an intended 
addressee: 
a. please immediately delete this email and notify the Treasury by  
return email or telephone (64 4 472 2733); 
b. any use, dissemination or copying of this email is strictly prohibited and may be unlawful.  
  
 

From: [mailto: @tec.govt.nz]  
Sent: Tuesday, 1 July 2008 3:44 p.m. 
To: Simon MacPherson 
Cc:  
Subject: University of Waikato and lease arrangements with Tainui Group Holdings 

Dear Simon 
 
 
As discussed with you briefly on Friday 27 June, the TEC has been approached by the University of Waikato to 
provide assistance in relation to a proposed increase in the ground rent charted by its freeholder.  The specific 
situation is made more complex by a number of factors including contested land valuations and the existence of 
historic compensation for transfer of the freehold from the Crown to Tainui Group Holdings. 
  
I would be grateful if you could assist in our advice to our Minister on this issue by giving any examples of Crown 
entities and/or government funded bodies having encountered situations where increases in ground rent or other 
leasehold costs are proposed and how these situations have been managed, with a particular focus on examples 
concerning schools, health sector entities and Crown Research Institutes. 
 
We are under tight timeframes in order to get preliminary advice to our Minister – we would appreciate an initial 
response from the Treasury by 5 July 2008 if possible. 
 
The following is a short background on the issue: 
 
The Minister for Tertiary Education has asked the TEC to provide a public policy analysis in terms of: 
 

-         how the government responds as an owner where Crown Entities  occupying leasehold land face increases 
in ground rent or other leasehold costs 

-         how the government responds as a funder where Crown Entities (or other government funded organisations) 
face increases in ground rent or other leasehold costs 

-         any impacts of transfers of Crown land to third party leaseholders as part of Treaty of Waitangi settlements. 
 
We also seek to develop a high-level framework for the Minister to consider in terms of: 
 

-         the principles by which the Crown should consider the relationship between Tainui and the University and 
how these could be used to assist these two entities in their discussions 

 
-         the principles that should guide the Crown in making a decision about the role it should take in a negotiation 

or dispute between two largely autonomous entities albeit in a situation where the Crown has some specific 
powers and accountabilities with regard to TEIs 

 
These principles certainly include but are not limited to: 
 

-         not exposing the Crown to fiscal risk or uncertainty  
-         not re-opening the Tainui Raupatu Settlement  
-         recognising settled law that exists in terms of leasehold land and disputes that arise between the parties 

involved 
-         seeking to support a reciprocal relationship between entities who should have a mutual interest in each 

other’s ongoing sustainability. 
 
At this point the TEC would be grateful to be directed to any instances where disputes of this nature have arisen 
between a Crown entity or government funded entity occupying leasehold land and facing increases in the ground 
rent or other leasehold costs.  We are particularly interested in how these situations have been managed in the 
health, education and science (CRI) sectors.  We would also be interested in your views around how the Treasury 
would approach such matters given the nature of the entities involved in the discussion. 

s9(2)(a)

s9(2)(a)s9(2)(a)
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As you are aware,  is assisting us in drafting this advice.   
  
With thanks 
  

  
 

Policy Manager
Policy, Advice and Government Services 
Tertiary Education Commission Te Amorangi Mātauranga Matua 
:: PO Box 27 048 Wellington New Zealand 
:: @tec.govt.nz 
:: www.tec.govt.nz 
  
 
This email is only intended to be read by the named recipient. It may contain information which is confidential, proprietary or the subject of legal privilege. If 
you are not the intended recipient you must delete this email and may not use any information contained in it. Legal privilege is not waived because you have 
read this email. 
  

s9(2)(a)

s9(2)(a)

s9(2)(a)

s9(2)(a)

s9(2)(a)
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From: Bridget Tyson
Sent: Friday, 4 July 2008 12:53 PM
To: Margaret Galt
Subject: RE: University of Waikato and lease arrangements with Tainui Group Holdings

Hi Margaret - to summarise our discussion on the issues raised below.  
  
It is a little difficult from the emails below to know exactly what the problem is and why Treasury needs to be 
involved.  Before I could provide you with advice on the issue, if indeed it is appropriate for Treasury to provide legal 
advice on this,  I would need to know a little more background, a look at the wording of the settlement agreement and 
a copy of the draft report by TEC. 
  
That said, my first impression from the emails below is that  TEC are alleging that rent increases could open up the 
settlement package to the University.  This seems a somewhat extreme proposition at this stage and one which 
should be avoided. I would have thought rent increases would be viewed as more of an overall funding issue?  
  
It might be a good idea to ensure Treasury has a proper opportunity to comment on any paper drafted by TEC on this 
matter.   
  
Happy to discuss. 
  
Cheers 
Bridget 
  
————————————————————————————————— 
Bridget Tyson | Senior Solicitor | The Treasury 
Phone +  |  
    
CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE 
The information in this email is confidential to the Treasury, intended only for the addressee(s), and may also be legally privileged. If you are not an intended 
addressee: 
a. please immediately delete this email and notify the Treasury by return email or telephone (64 4 472 2733); 
b. any use, dissemination or copying of this email is strictly prohibited and may be unlawful.  
  
 

From: Margaret Galt  
Sent: Wednesday, 2 July 2008 10:43 a.m. 
To: Bridget Tyson 
Subject: FW: University of Waikato and lease arrangements with Tainui Group Holdings 

Hi Bridget 
  
I am forwarding you the emails below concerning an issue that is coming up in the Tertiary sector. The bottom email 
gives an outline of the issue. The concern that I wish to raise with you is outlined in my email to Simon. I will also 
forward you an earlier email to Simon on what I found on imanage. It is worth noting I did not find a copy of the 
original agreement between the crown and the university. 
  
When you have had a chance to get your head around the issues, could we have a preliminary discussion about what 
risks there are in this area so that when we go back to TEC we have a feel for them. We would be looking for perhaps 
a meeting on Friday or Monday. 
  
Thanks  
  
Margaret  
  
————————————————————————————————— 
Margaret Galt | Senior Analyst | The Treasury 
Phone +  | Margaret.Galt@treasury.govt.nz s9(2)(k)

s9(2)(k)
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CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE 
The information in this email is confidential to the Treasury, intended only for the addressee(s), and may also be legally privileged. If you are not an intended 
addressee: 
a. please immediately delete this email and notify the Treasury by return email or telephone (64 4 472 2733); 
b. any use, dissemination or copying of this email is strictly prohibited and may be unlawful.  
  
 

From: Simon MacPherson  
Sent: Wednesday, 2 July 2008 10:34 a.m. 
To: Margaret Galt 
Subject: RE: University of Waikato and lease arrangements with Tainui Group Holdings 

It is probably worth copying them into this and touching base on any issues they might see.  Could you forward it to 
Bridget? 
  
Simon 
  
————————————————————————————————— 
Simon MacPherson | Manager, Workforce Attachment and Skills | The Treasury 
Phone +  | simon.macpherson@treasury.govt.nz 
    
CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE 
The information in this email is confidential to the Treasury, intended only for the addressee(s), and may also be legally privileged. If you are not an intended 
addressee: 
a. please immediately delete this email and notify the Treasury by  
return email or telephone (64 4 472 2733); 
b. any use, dissemination or copying of this email is strictly prohibited and may be unlawful.  
  
 

From: Margaret Galt  
Sent: Wednesday, 2 July 2008 10:33 a.m. 
To: Simon MacPherson 
Subject: RE: University of Waikato and lease arrangements with Tainui Group Holdings 

Hi Simon 
  
I wonder if we should also be asking our legal people about the risks associated with reopening the "full and final" 
settlement provided to UoW. It seems to me that if "full and final" gets a precedent of meaning "until you decide to 
come back" then the crown is under very serious risk - in may areas not the least the treaty. Legal may be able to 
advise of whether there are already precedents that reduce this risk. 
  
It seems to me that if the Government wanted to provide extra funding (and that is a big if - it seems to me that 
providing cost-plus in this situation provides very perverse incentives), then it has many avenues for doing so and 
reopening the agreement may be among the most risky it could take. 
  
Best wishes 
  
Margaret 
  
————————————————————————————————— 
Margaret Galt | Senior Analyst | The Treasury 
Phone +  | Margaret.Galt@treasury.govt.nz 
    
CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE 
The information in this email is confidential to the Treasury, intended only for the addressee(s), and may also be legally privileged. If you are not an intended 
addressee: 
a. please immediately delete this email and notify the Treasury by return email or telephone (64 4 472 2733); 
b. any use, dissemination or copying of this email is strictly prohibited and may be unlawful.  
  
 

From: Simon MacPherson  
Sent: Tuesday, 1 July 2008 7:17 p.m. 
To: Claire Douglas; Rowena Phair; Cheryl Barnes 

s9(2)(k)

s9(2)(k)
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Cc: Mark Jacobs; Colin Lynch; Margaret Galt 
Subject: FW: University of Waikato and lease arrangements with Tainui Group Holdings 

FYI.  Any thoughts or suggestions gratefully received in terms of any reflections from your area.  I will go back to Andy 
to suggest he might want to specify this a bit more precisely - obviously any Government agency may face situations 
where it faces a disagreement with its landlord.  Although part of the message might also be that the Crown does not 
normally simply provide extra money in these circumstances. 
  
Colin and Mark FYI given the Tainui connection. 
  
This is presumably commercially sensitive. 
  
Simon 
  
————————————————————————————————— 
Simon MacPherson | Manager, Workforce Attachment and Skills | The Treasury 
Phone +  | simon.macpherson@treasury.govt.nz 
    
CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE 
The information in this email is confidential to the Treasury, intended only for the addressee(s), and may also be legally privileged. If you are not an intended 
addressee: 
a. please immediately delete this email and notify the Treasury by  
return email or telephone (64 4 472 2733); 
b. any use, dissemination or copying of this email is strictly prohibited and may be unlawful.  
  
 

From:  [mailto: @tec.govt.nz]  
Sent: Tuesday, 1 July 2008 3:44 p.m. 
To: Simon MacPherson 
Cc:  
Subject: University of Waikato and lease arrangements with Tainui Group Holdings 

Dear Simon 
 
 
As discussed with you briefly on Friday 27 June, the TEC has been approached by the University of Waikato to 
provide assistance in relation to a proposed increase in the ground rent charted by its freeholder.  The specific 
situation is made more complex by a number of factors including contested land valuations and the existence of 
historic compensation for transfer of the freehold from the Crown to Tainui Group Holdings. 
  
I would be grateful if you could assist in our advice to our Minister on this issue by giving any examples of Crown 
entities and/or government funded bodies having encountered situations where increases in ground rent or other 
leasehold costs are proposed and how these situations have been managed, with a particular focus on examples 
concerning schools, health sector entities and Crown Research Institutes. 
 
We are under tight timeframes in order to get preliminary advice to our Minister – we would appreciate an initial 
response from the Treasury by 5 July 2008 if possible. 
 
The following is a short background on the issue: 
 
The Minister for Tertiary Education has asked the TEC to provide a public policy analysis in terms of: 
 

-         how the government responds as an owner where Crown Entities  occupying leasehold land face increases 
in ground rent or other leasehold costs 

-         how the government responds as a funder where Crown Entities (or other government funded organisations) 
face increases in ground rent or other leasehold costs 

-         any impacts of transfers of Crown land to third party leaseholders as part of Treaty of Waitangi settlements. 
 
We also seek to develop a high-level framework for the Minister to consider in terms of: 
 

-         the principles by which the Crown should consider the relationship between Tainui and the University and 
how these could be used to assist these two entities in their discussions 

 

s9(2)(a)

s9(2)(k)
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-         the principles that should guide the Crown in making a decision about the role it should take in a negotiation 
or dispute between two largely autonomous entities albeit in a situation where the Crown has some specific 
powers and accountabilities with regard to TEIs 

 
These principles certainly include but are not limited to: 
 

-         not exposing the Crown to fiscal risk or uncertainty  
-         not re-opening the Tainui Raupatu Settlement  
-         recognising settled law that exists in terms of leasehold land and disputes that arise between the parties 

involved 
-         seeking to support a reciprocal relationship between entities who should have a mutual interest in each 

other’s ongoing sustainability. 
 
At this point the TEC would be grateful to be directed to any instances where disputes of this nature have arisen 
between a Crown entity or government funded entity occupying leasehold land and facing increases in the ground 
rent or other leasehold costs.  We are particularly interested in how these situations have been managed in the 
health, education and science (CRI) sectors.  We would also be interested in your views around how the Treasury 
would approach such matters given the nature of the entities involved in the discussion. 
 
As you are aware,  is assisting us in drafting this advice.   
  
With thanks 
  

  
 

Policy Manager
Policy, Advice and Government Services 
Tertiary Education Commission Te Amorangi Mātauranga Matua 
:: PO Box 27 048 Wellington New Zealand 
:: @tec.govt.nz 
:: www.tec.govt.nz 
  
 
This email is only intended to be read by the named recipient. It may contain information which is confidential, proprietary or the subject of legal privilege. If 
you are not the intended recipient you must delete this email and may not use any information contained in it. Legal privilege is not waived because you have 
read this email. 
  

s9(2)(a)

s9(2)(a)
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From:  [TSY]
Sent: Monday, 7 May 2018 3:22 PM
To: ^Parliament: Keiran Kennedy
Cc: Kate Williamson [TSY]; Andrew Rutledge [TSY]; Jennie Marjoribanks [TSY]
Subject: RE: Information for your Minister - Tainui Lease - University of Waikato

[IN-CONFIDENCE] 
 
Hi Keiran, 
 
Further to our phone call, find below a summary of the key points in the letter from the University of Waikato and 
the TEC note: 
 

• The University of Waikato is situated on former Crown owned land that was transferred to Waikato Tainui 
as part of the 1995 settlement process. As part of the agreement between Waikato and the Crown, Waikato 
has a 50 year lease of the land with rent review every 5 years 

• In the Deed of Settlement, the Crown gave Waikato a one-off payment of $8.179m as compensation for the 
transfer of land, which includes the transfer value of the land plus $1.5m in compensation. Waikato 
accepted this payment and the deal was finalized.  

• 

• Waikato has written to Ministers on separate occasions  (2008, 2011, 2013 and now), seeking Ministers’ 
view on Waikato’s leasing arrangements. This letter asks for a meeting to discuss the leasing arrangements 
as Waikato believes negotiations between Waikato and Tainui cannot progress without Government 
intervention.  

• The rent is reviewed based on a formula that accounts for commercial and residential rental values and 
what proportion of the campus being used for certain purposes. The current rent increases are largely 
influenced by rising land values in Hamilton.  

• TEC and MoE have advised that the compensation amount in 1995 was fair and final, and adjusting this now 
may set a precedent for other TEIs to seek capital contributions in light of commercial realities.   TEC advises 
Waikato is in a strong financial position and of low risk on their monitoring framework. 

• There is also no legal obligation on the Crown to intervene. 
 
Let me know how things develop in this area, 
 
Open to a phone call, 
 
Cheers 

 | Tertiary Education | The Treasury 
 @treasury.govt.nz  

 
From: Keiran Kennedy [mailto:Keiran.Kennedy@parliament.govt.nz]  
Sent: Friday, 4 May 2018 9:15 a.m. 
To:  [TSY] < @treasury.govt.nz> 
Subject: FW: Information for your Minister - Tainui Lease - University of Waikato 
 
Hi 
Apologies for delaying in sending this through – can you let me know whether TSY will provide a AM on this.  
FYI: I am meant to be on leave today but will be checking my emails.  

s9(2)(k)

s9(2)(g)(i)

s9(2)(g)(i)

s9(2)(g)(i)

s9(2)(g)(i)

s9(2)(g)(i)

s9(2)(g)(i)
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Keiran  
 
Keiran Kennedy 
Tax Policy Advisor 
Office of the Hon Grant Robertson | Minister of Finance, Minister for Sport and Recreation  
7.6 Executive Wing, Parliament Buildings, PO Box 18041, Wellington  

|  |  Email: Keiran.Kennedy@parliament.govt.nz  
 
 
From: Nicolaas Turner  
Sent: Tuesday, 1 May 2018 5:33 PM 
To: Keiran Kennedy <Keiran.Kennedy@parliament.govt.nz> 
Cc: Claire Turner <Claire.Turner@parliament.govt.nz> 
Subject: Information for your Minister - Tainui Lease - University of Waikato 
 
Hi Keiran 
 
Attached is information our Minister has requested be forwarded to the Minister of Finance. Our Minister wishes to 
discuss this with the MoF once he has noted the information. 
 
The information was requested following the attached correspondence from Neil Quigley to the MoF and our 
Minister. 
 
Let me know if you have any questions. 
 
Cheers 
Nic 
 
Nic Turner | Private Secretary (Tertiary Education) 
Office of Hon Chris Hipkins – Minister of Education 
6.3 Beehive, Parliament Buildings, Private Bag 18041, Wellington 6160, New Zealand 
E: nic.turner@parliament.govt.nz  |  W: http://www.beehive.govt.nz and http://www.parliament.nz  
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From:  [TSY]
Sent: Friday, 4 May 2018 10:43 AM
To: Kate Williamson [TSY]
Subject: RE: Information for your Minister - Tainui Lease - University of Waikato
Attachments: RE: waikato university property (Leander Fitzgerald); RE: University of Waikato and 

lease arrangements with Tainui Group Holdings (Kirsty Flannagan); Tainui University 
of Waikato valuation method; Tainui University of Waikato papers; RE: University of 
Waikato and lease arrangements with Tainui Group Holdings (Bridget Tyson)

This is what I could find – all of them go back to 2008 – nothing in 2011 or 2013 
 

 | Tertiary Education | The Treasury 
 @treasury.govt.nz  

 
 
From: Kate Williamson [TSY]  
Sent: Friday, 4 May 2018 10:17 a.m. 
To:  [TSY] < @treasury.govt.nz> 
Subject: RE: Information for your Minister - Tainui Lease - University of Waikato 
 
Can you have a check back through imanage and see if you can find Tsy advice in relation to the previous times UoW 
has raised this – in 2008, 2011 and 2013. Looks like this issue has been canvassed pretty thoroughly in the past so 
hopefully can re-use some previous advice…. 
 
Kate Williamson | Senior Analyst | Labour Market, Immigration, and Tertiary Education | The Treasury 
Tel: +  | Kate.Williamson@treasury.govt.nz 
 
I do not work on Thursdays. 
 
From:  [TSY]  
Sent: Friday, 4 May 2018 9:41 AM 
To: Kate Williamson [TSY] <Kate.Williamson@treasury.govt.nz> 
Subject: FW: Information for your Minister - Tainui Lease - University of Waikato 
 
[IN-CONFIDENCE] 
 
Am currently reading this – but looks like it might be some work for us next week 
 

 | Tertiary Education | The Treasury 
 @treasury.govt.nz  

 
 
From: Keiran Kennedy [mailto:Keiran.Kennedy@parliament.govt.nz]  
Sent: Friday, 4 May 2018 9:15 a.m. 
To:  [TSY] < @treasury.govt.nz> 
Subject: FW: Information for your Minister - Tainui Lease - University of Waikato 
 

Apologies for delaying in sending this through – can you let me know whether TSY will provide a AM on this.  
FYI: I am meant to be on leave today but will be checking my emails.  
Keiran  
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Keiran Kennedy 
Tax Policy Advisor 
Office of the Hon Grant Robertson | Minister of Finance, Minister for Sport and Recreation  
7.6 Executive Wing, Parliament Buildings, PO Box 18041, Wellington  

|  |  Email: Keiran.Kennedy@parliament.govt.nz  
 
 
From: Nicolaas Turner  
Sent: Tuesday, 1 May 2018 5:33 PM 
To: Keiran Kennedy <Keiran.Kennedy@parliament.govt.nz> 
Cc: Claire Turner <Claire.Turner@parliament.govt.nz> 
Subject: Information for your Minister - Tainui Lease - University of Waikato 
 
Hi Keiran 
 
Attached is information our Minister has requested be forwarded to the Minister of Finance. Our Minister wishes to 
discuss this with the MoF once he has noted the information. 
 
The information was requested following the attached correspondence from Neil Quigley to the MoF and our 
Minister. 
 
Let me know if you have any questions. 
 
Cheers 
Nic 
 
Nic Turner | Private Secretary (Tertiary Education) 
Office of Hon Chris Hipkins – Minister of Education 
6.3 Beehive, Parliament Buildings, Private Bag 18041, Wellington 6160, New Zealand 
E: nic.turner@parliament.govt.nz  |  W: http://www.beehive.govt.nz and http://www.parliament.nz  
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From:  [TSY]
Sent: Tuesday, 12 June 2018 2:14 PM
To:
Subject: RE: Information for Minister - Tainui Lease - University of Waikato
Attachments: AM_18_00394 Waikato University - Tainui Lease   report analysis TSY Comments.doc

[IN-CONFIDENCE] 
 
Hi , 
 
Thanks for sending this. See attached draft where I’ve also included some points from our preliminary assessment of 
Professor Guthrie’s report 
 
A couple of things: 
 
Should this be TEC report, given the length, recommendations, and the substantial nature of the topic. 
I also think we need to expressly relate this report to the points raised in Mr Quigley’s points – about SAC funding 
being used to fund rent etc 
 
If so, I recommend you make the necessary amendments and send again to the group 
 

 | Tertiary Education | The Treasury 
 @treasury.govt.nz  

 
 
From:  [mailto: @tec.govt.nz]  
Sent: Tuesday, 12 June 2018 12:44 p.m. 
To:  [TSY] < @treasury.govt.nz>; Katrina Sutich (Katrina.Sutich@education.govt.nz) 
<Katrina.Sutich@education.govt.nz> 
Cc:  < @tec.govt.nz>; xtn_  < @education.govt.nz>; xtn_John 
MacCormick <John.MacCormick@education.govt.nz>; Ministerial Requests <ministerial.requests@tec.govt.nz> 
Subject: Information for Minister - Tainui Lease - University of Waikato 
Importance: High 
 
Hi All, 
 
Here is the draft of the AM re the above. Your timely comments and feedback will appreciated.  Please give some 
special thought to the recommendations as we have been advised by Minister Hipkins’ office that -  
 
The Minister of Finance’s office has asked to see the advice that TEC/MoE/TSY are putting up. Can you ensure there is
a recommendation to forward to the MoF, or for decisions to be made jointly (whichever is appropriate)?  
 
Abbas – could you or you Treasury colleague insert your information in the space provided in the draft.  
 
The due date is COP 15 June. Minister’s Offices requested an Aide-memoire from TEC coordinated with MoE and 
Treasury. 
 
Regards 
 

Senior Business Analyst - Monitoring and Crown Ownership 
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Tertiary Education Commission Te Amorangi Mātauranga Matua 
::    :: @tec.govt.nz 
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Aide-Memoire: University of Waikato’s Campus Rent and Tainui 
Lease analysis  

To: Hon Chris Hipkins, Minister of Education or Hon xxx xxx, Associate Minister of 
Education 

From: Name 

Date: Date 

Reference: AM/18/00394 

Executive Summary [for papers over 5 pages – delete for short document] 

1. Insert text in ‘executive para’, fully justified. 

Purpose 

2. To provide you with a summary and analysis of University of Waikato’s (Waikato) report on 
campus rent and recommendations towards seeking a lasting solution to Waikato’s the 
University’s concerns. 

3. We have consulted with Treasury and the Ministry of Education on this report, with the 
Treasury doing a summary and analysis of the Waikato’s report that is included in the report. 

4. We recommend that this aide-memoire not be published as they contain sensitive information 
that is still under active consideration, and further advice could still be required on this topic. 
We propose to withhold this information under section 9(2)(f)(iv). 

Background 

5. The University of Waikato is situated on land owned by Waikato Tainui which was transferred 
to Tainui as part of a 1995 Treaty of Waitangi settlement (the Waikato-Raupatu Claims 
Settlement). The land was previously owned by the Crown.  

6. As a result of a deed of settlement (the deed) between the Crown and Tainui in 1995 the land 
on which Waikato sits, was transferred to Tainui ownership, and leased back to the University. 
The University was given a one off payment of $8.179 million as compensation for the ongoing 
lease costs.  

7. At the time of signing the  deed Heads of Agreement, Waikato agreed that the payment was full 
and final settlement and that it has no further claim against the Crown arising directly or 
indirectly out of the deed. 

8. The lease term was for 50 years and renewable by Waikato for a further 20 years if it gave 
notice at least six months before the lease ends and the use of the land continued to be for 
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education or research. The lease is to be reviewed on the fifth anniversary of the 
Commencement Date and each subsequent fifth anniversary thereafter. 

9. The initial lease cost in 1996 was $521,548 plus GST. This cost has steadily risen at each 
review date and at the last review date in 2011 was fixed at . Tainui have 
proposed an increase of the lease to from 2016, which the Waikato has 
not agreed to and negotiations between both parties are currently at an impasse. 

10. Waikato The University is of the view that the scale of the lease cost increases has seriously 
disadvantaged them and that more of its resources is now being required to pay these costs, 
which hampers its ability to invest in teaching and research. They believe this is unsustainable 
in the long term. 

11. Waikato The University has also made several representations in the past to Ministers seeking 
redress of this situation, in 2008, 2011, and 2013, all of which have been unsuccessful. The 
main reasons being the compensation arrangement was fair at the time and lease price 
changes are a commercial reality that cannot be forever indemnified by government. There is 
also no legal obligation for Government to intervene. 

12. An information request1 on this subject was also forward to you on 20 April 2018 by the TEC 
with more details on the background of this subject and a number of possible solutions which 
have been considered in the past. None of these were however acted upon.   

13.  

Waikato has commissioned a report on the financial impact of the The 
analysis by Treasury of University of Waikato’s paper “Waikato Campus 
Rent” confirms/indicates/……that (use a descriptive statement for this 
heading) 

13. Waikato has commissioned Professor Graeme Guthrie of Victoria University of Wellington’s 
School of Economics and Finance, to prepare a paper on the campus rent and this is attached. 

14. Professor Guthrie’s report concludes that: 

a. The $8.179 million settlement paid to Waikato in September 1996 was insufficient to 
cover the rent that Waikato must pay on its campus. 

b. A further lump sum payment of between $12.75 million and $14.48 million is needed 
just to compensate Waikato for the rent paid up until April 2018.  

15. Our preliminary analysis of this report is that it is technically sound with the exception of some 
minor technical points (as outlined later). Further analysis is required to understand the report 
in greater detail. 

14. Insert text in ‘numbered para’ and fully justified. 

• Bullet style one 

                                                
 
1 X/18/00199 University of Waikato - Tainui Lease 

Commented 1]: Can this point be expanded on – 
as it is a strong point that Ministers would want further 
advice on. perhaps OTS or TEC legal could put in a 
point about the significant of full and final agreements 
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15. Insert text in ‘numbered para’ and fully justified. 

Results of the analysis ((use a descriptive statements for this/these heading/s 

16. 16. Insert text in ‘numbered para’ and fully justified ….. 

University of Waikato has been disadvantaged by the developing situation of high 
lease costs   

17.16. TEC has worked out some scenarios2 using the information available on the settlement 
payment and the lease costs. These scenarios give credence to Waikato’s claim that in 
hindsight the initial settlement offer agreed to by the University was insufficient as a long term 
solution. 

18.17. Calculations done by the TEC show that the compensation figure of $8.179 million paid to 
Waikato in 1995 would have been sufficient to cover the initial 50 year lease term if the growth 
rate in lease payments averaged 2.0 percent and Waikato earned interest income on its 
settlement at 7.75 percent (i.e. at year 50 the closing balance of its settlement fund would be 
zero or close to zero)3. This would have resulted in creating a sufficiently large annuity to fund 
50 years of rent (the initial term of the lease). 

19.18. However neither the lease costs nor the investment interest stayed at these levels since 
1995. In fact the lease payments have increased at a higher percentage and the investment 
income interest has fallen drastically over the same period. The five-yearly lease payment 
increases since 1996 have been and the recently 
proposed  respectively. 

20.19. At the rate the lease payments have increased, the University, in 2015 is $9.2 million in the 
negative having used up its annuity by 2010. This number becomes negative $27.3 million in 
2020 if the proposed lease cost of is applied in 2016.  

21.20. However interest income rates as mentioned earlier have fallen since 1996. If the interest 
income rate is then adjusted downwards to an average of 5.0 percent these numbers become 
negative $12.9 million and $30.3 million respectively with Waikato using up its annuity by 2009. 
This is a more realistic scenario.  

22.21. At year 50, if the lease cost is retained at the level, the number rises to 
negative $221.8 million. This number drops to negative $155.4 million if the lease payment is 
retained at its current level. Hence the situation gets worse as time progresses. 
The settlement payment to the University in 1996 would have needed to be around $27.5 
million or $21.8 million respectively to fund lease payments for 50 years under these scenarios. 
This would have resulted in creating a sufficiently large annuity to fund 50 years of rent (the 
term of the lease). This is roughly in line with the figures outlined in Professor Guthrie’s report. 

Waikato’s Campus Rent report, makes logical assertions that the University is 
losing financially on this arrangement, estimating that this ranges from $41.7 million 
to $71 million, however…. 

23.22. The report appears makes some assumptions that may need to be questioned such as: 

                                                
 
2 Note: Calculations have not taken into account the time-value of money. 
3 The 10 year government bond rate around 1996 was 7.75 percent per annum. 

Commented 2]: Treasury – could you please 
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Assuming that the lease was in perpetuity 

24.23. The term of the lease is 50 years (from 1996), with a right of renewal for a further term of 20 
years, not in perpetuity. 

Using the 30-day bank bill rate for compensation calculations 

25.24. We believe that the 10-year Government bond rate is a more appropriate rate to use, 
Although Treasury has indicated that the effects of this would be small given the closeness of 
the rate during that period. 

Identifying that Waikato was not compensated for the loss of the option to sell unwanted land when 
market conditions warrant a sale.  

26.25. Firstly no transfers of assets were made for any TEI until after 2010. So technically they 
were not worse off than any other TEI (until 2010).  

27.26. The intent of Crown Asset Transfer and Disposal Policy process is to transfer Crown-owned 
assets into TEI ownership provided the TEI can demonstrate that the assets are in current use 
and needed for future use. If it cannot prove this future need, the transfer may not be made. In 
practice, in such situations, the land assets have been disposed of at the time of transfer and 
the proceeds reinvested into capital projects that reflect the TEIs current and emerging needs. 

28.27. Any disposals that have been made were also for very small portions of land or small 
relocatable buildings, not large portions of the core campus, which all of the TEIs in this asset 
transfer process still occupy. Hence compensating for “the loss of the option to sell unwanted 
land when market conditions warrant a sale”, may be quite a liberal assumption. There may be 
a portion they could have disposed but probably not all of it.  

29.28. Approval to sell property assets also requires the consent of the Secretary for Education. 
This decision is made based on the educational, strategic and financial impact of any such 
disposals on the organisation. It is doubtful that the Ministry of Education (Ministry) and the 
TEC (who advise Ministry on such requests) would approve disposal purely due to favourable 
market conditions as it could have adverse research and educational impacts. TEIs are also 
not expected to be in the business of property speculation. 

Therefore a lower range of values may be more appropriate if redress is seen as a suitable option 

30.29. Given TEC’s view is that Waikato’s compensation values may be on the high side, we 
would recommend that if there is any appetite for the Crown to look at redress, any 
compensation should start at the $22.0 million to $28.0 million range, depending on the lease 
cost assumptions used.  

31.30. The TEC also believes that any redress solution should also involve the Tainui in respect of 
keeping future lease payments to a manageable or fixed levels. Otherwise this will not be a 
lasting solution and the same issue could surface in the future that could increase the Crown’s 
liability. 

Hence any attempts at redress needs to consider treaty obligations and agreements 
previously made to all parties  

32.31. A number of solutions were suggested previously ranging from further compensation to 
Waikato the University, to using the treaty settlement process to compensate Tainui and 
halt/minimise the lease cost increases, to offsetting rental payments in kind, to Crown 
purchasing of the land. 

33.32. Each of these solutions has its disadvantages that either, not fully satisfying Waikato’s 
concerns in perpetuity or significantly increasing costs to the Crown. However it appears if the 
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Crown is to find a permanent solution it would involve parting with a large sum of money. 
Otherwise Waikato would continue to remain disadvantaged and the extent of this could rise to 
unmanageable proportions. 

34.33. If possible, the option of separating land essential to Waikato to run its teaching and 
research portfolio and support its student cohort from land currently identified in Waikato’s 
report as “unwanted and useable for housing” surplus should also be investigated. If this can 
be done then more focused solutions separating Waikato’s issues from the total land 
perspective could also be examined.  

Waikato is also not unique in that it is required to pay rent for its campus 

35.34. Other Universities also pay rent and some have higher costs to manage than Waikato. 
Numbers gleaned from the 2017 Annual Reports show that Auckland University of Technology 
AUT University had operating lease costs on buildings of $8.4 million, University of Auckland 
had property lease costs of $14.7 million and Victoria University of Wellington had property 
lease costs of $15.2 million. The Annual Reports for Massey University, University of Otago 
and University of Canterbury do not have sufficient detail to extract property or building lease 
costs.  

36.35. Waikato disclosed $4.3 million of operating lease costs in its Annual Report, which would 
most likely include the  lease payments made to Tainui. This costs is much less 
than what three other Universities pay annually to use land and buildings for teaching, research 
and student accommodation. However one mitigating factor in favour of Waikato is that, while 
other Universities can control what they want to pay, Waikato is restricted as to what it can do 
to reduce or eliminate these costs. 

Next StepsRecommendations 

37.36. We recommend that gGovernment aAgencies, including the s involving the TTuertiary 
Education Commission, EC, Ministry of Education, Treasury and Office of Treaty Settlements 
meet to work out an approach to resolve the issue raised by Waikato.  

38.37. That this aide-memoire be forwarded to the Minister of Finance for his consideration. 

39.38. Insert text in ‘Numbered Paragraph’, fully justified. 
 
 
 

Name  

Deputy Chief Executive, [directorate],  
Tertiary Education Commission 
 
__ __ / __ __ / __ __  
 
 
 
 

Hon Chris Hipkins 

Minister of Education 

9(2)(b)(ii)
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__ __ / __ __ / __ __  
 
 
 [Always include some briefing text on sign-off page (not signatures only)] 
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APPENDIX 1 
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Aide-Memoire: University of Waikato’s Campus Rent and Tainui 
Lease analysis  

To: Hon Chris Hipkins, Minister of Education  

From: Mike Blanchard, Deputy Chief Executive 

Date: 19 June 2018 

Reference: AM/18/00394 

Purpose 

1. To present to you with a plan to fulfil your request for an analysis and summary of University of 
Waikato’s (Waikato) report1 on campus rent, and recommendations towards seeking a solution 
tofor addressing Waikato’s concerns. 

2. We have consulted with Treasury and the Ministry of Education officials on this plan and they 
are in agreement with it.  

3. We recommend that this aide-memoire not be published as it contains sensitive information 
that is still under active consideration, and further advice could still be required on this topic. 
We propose to withhold this information under section 9(2)(f)(iv). 

Waikato’s report is complex and requires more time to be analysed and 
thoroughly assessed and requires specialist assistance  

4. This is the fourth time Waikato’s has sought redress in relation to the 1995 Tainui Settlement. 
However this time they have supported their claims with a detailed economic report on campus 
rent, to support claims that Waikato remains disadvantaged and the extent of this could rise to 
unmanageable proportions. This includes financial and economic assumptions that need to be 
thoroughly understood and assessed. The complex valuation methodology used in the report 
also requires expert knowledge to assess. 

5. Preliminary financial analysis of Waikato’s report done by TEC appears to indicate that the 
compensation claimed by Waikato is on the high side, and Treasury largely agrees with this 
view. However this needs to be peer reviewed, and to ensure it takes into account the complex 
economic arguments presented in the report. 

                                                
 
1 Waikato has commissioned Professor Graeme Guthrie of Victoria University of Wellington’s School of 
Economics and Finance, to prepare a paper on the financial impact of campus rent paid. 
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6. We believe that Treasury is best placed to assist with the peer review and analysis of this 
report given they have the specialist skills to do it. Treasury has been contacted and have 
agreed to assist us in this aspect.  

7.6. Treasury have also done a preliminary analysis of Waikato’s report and are of the view that 
it is technically sound with the exception of some minor technical points. and Ffurther analysis 
is required to understand the report in greater detail, and Treasury have agreed to assist the 
TEC in this regard. This requires more time to do, than currently allowed at present. 

We are also cognisant that aAny recommendations to solve Waikato’s 
concerns need to be achievable, lasting and cost effective to the Crown 

8. We are aware that any solution other than a “do nothing” option may involve significant costs to 
the Crown with a real potential to affect past Treaty settlements and Crown-Iwi relationships. 

9.7. We have in past reports and communications to Ministers, described various solutions 
options that could be consideredare available to by the Crown, Waikato and Waikato Tainui. It 
was noted that Many of thesethese options (other than the status quo) may involve significant 
costs to the Crown with a real potential to affect past Treaty settlements and Crown-Iwi 
relationships involve the Crown parting with large sums of money, otherwise Waikato would 
continue to remain disadvantaged and the extent of this could rise to unmanageable 
proportions. However To date there has been no appetite for any of these solutions to be 
actedto address Waikato’s concerns upon and the status quo has remained. Therefore none of 
these solutions options have been more thoroughly and fully assessed.  

10.8. Waikato has also proposed more solutions in their report on campus rent that may be used 
for the remaining future period of the lease that reduces costs to itself. However these solutions 
options include a portion of compensation for prior disadvantages that will be a cost to the 
Crown. 

11.9. Before providing any recommendations, we need to thoroughly All theseassess all possible 
solutions options, including the status quo, includingtherefore now need to be fully evaluated 
along with their any consequences or risks foron all parties concerned. This requires more time 
and possibly more consultation.  

There are related re also other ancillary issues that need to be 
considered when addressing this issue such as…… 

12.10. Any solution may also need to consider the effects on a similar agreement entered into by 
the Crown with Waikato Institute of Technology (Wintec) in 1995 as part of the Treaty 
settlement. The arrangement for Wintec to occupy Tainui land is also ongoing. Therefore any 
solution we arrive at, may require it to be applied to the Wintec arrangement. 

13.11. Waikato is also not unique in that it is required to pay rent for its campus. Other Universities 
also pay rent and a small number even have higher lease costs to manage than Waikato. 
However one factor against Waikato is that, while other Universities can control what they want 
to pay and if they want to pay it, Waikato (and Wintec) is restricted as to what it can do to 
reduce or eliminate these costs. 

14.12. These details have however only been gleaned from these organisations’ Annual Reports 
and some of them cannot be relied on due to the lack of sufficient detail. Hence more time is 
required to verify these numbers for our analysis. 
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15.13. The TEC also believes that any redress solution should also consider Tainui’s potential 
reactions in respect of keeping future lease payments to a manageable or fixed levels. 
Otherwise this will not be a lasting solution and the same issue could surface in the future that 
could increase the Crown’s liability. 

Next Steps 

16.14. We recommend that: 

a. TEC works with Treasury and the Ministry of Education to analyse and summarise 
Waikato’s report for presenting to you; 

b. A working group of Government agencies, including the Tertiary Education 
Commission, Ministry of Education, Treasury and Office of Treaty Settlements and any 
other agencies (to be identified or that may be identified) meet to review Waikato’s 
paper and assess possible solutions options and the costs and benefits relating to each 
of them and any ancillary impactswork out an approach to resolve the issue raised by 
Waikato.  

c. The working group presents you with a  recommended approach to resolve the issue 
raised by Waikato.range of solutions with the costs and benefits relating to each of 
them and any ancillary impacts 

d. The work described above be made available to you no later than 20 July 2018.  

 
 
 
 

Mike Blanchard  

Deputy Chief Executive, Delivery,  
Tertiary Education Commission 
 
__ __ / __ __ / __ __  
 
 
 
 
 

Hon Chris Hipkins 

Minister of Education 
 
__ __ / __ __ / __ __  
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From:  [TSY]
Sent: Monday, 18 June 2018 4:05 PM
To: Kate Williamson [TSY]
Subject: FW: TEC report on Waikato's leasing arrangements - feedback from TSY

Follow Up Flag: Follow up
Flag Status: Completed

I did discuss it with  at our Unitec catch up but just sent this email after our chat now to make sure he gets 
the point  (sounds a bit harsh but isn’t meant to be) 
 

 | Tertiary Education | The Treasury 
 @treasury.govt.nz  

 
 
From:  [mailto: @tec.govt.nz]  
Sent: Monday, 18 June 2018 4:00 p.m. 
To:  [TSY] < @treasury.govt.nz> 
Subject: RE: TEC report on Waikato's leasing arrangements - feedback from TSY 
 
Yes I have amended to say Treasury will assist rather than lead. Will forward revised doc once ready. 
Cheers 

Senior Business Analyst - Monitoring and Crown Ownership 
Tertiary Education Commission Te Amorangi Mātauranga Matua 
::   :: @tec.govt.nz 
 
From:  [TSY] [mailto: @treasury.govt.nz]  
Sent: Monday, 18 June 2018 3:55 PM 
To:  < @tec.govt.nz> 
Subject: RE: TEC report on Waikato's leasing arrangements - feedback from TSY 
 
Hi , 
 
With regards to Treasury’s involvement on the Waikato report, I would like to make it clear that TEC are responsible 
in the first instance and that Treasury will support the TEC in whatever way we can. 
This is why I deleted the paragraph in your report about us taking the lead on the analysis, and amended it to say we 
have undertaken some preliminary work but can assist the TEC where required. 
I understand your point about TSY having the expertise in this area, but that expertise sits with another team and I 
am not comfortable committing resources from another team to this without first knowing what level of 
commitment and responsibility is required. 
 
Please send the revised version of the report to reflect this sentiment 
 
Regards 
 

 | Tertiary Education | The Treasury 
 @treasury.govt.nz  
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From:  [TSY]  
Sent: Monday, 18 June 2018 2:59 p.m. 
To: 'Katrina Sutich' <Katrina.Sutich@education.govt.nz>; ' ' < @tec.govt.nz> 
Cc:  < @tec.govt.nz>; Ministerial Requests <ministerial.requests@tec.govt.nz>;

@education.govt.nz>; Kate Williamson [TSY] <Kate.Williamson@treasury.govt.nz> 
Subject: RE: TEC report on Waikato's leasing arrangements - feedback from TSY 
 
Hi , 
 
I have made further amendments to Katrina’s comments in the attached – thought this would help with version 
control. 
Let me know if you have any questions/concerns. 
 
Regards  
 

 | Tertiary Education | The Treasury 
 @treasury.govt.nz  

 
 
From: Katrina Sutich [mailto:Katrina.Sutich@education.govt.nz]  
Sent: Monday, 18 June 2018 12:38 p.m. 
To: ' ' < @tec.govt.nz>;  [TSY] < @treasury.govt.nz> 
Cc:  < @tec.govt.nz>; Ministerial Requests <ministerial.requests@tec.govt.nz>;

@education.govt.nz> 
Subject: RE: TEC report on Waikato's leasing arrangements - feedback from TSY 
 
Hi  
 
Thanks for the opportunity to comment. I like the approach and have suggested some edits in the attached, mostly 
to  ensure that we leave ‘doing nothing’ (ie retaining the status quo) on the table as an option and avoid any 
implication that we have accepted that the Crown has any liability.  
 
Happy to chat and look forward to meeting to discuss next steps. I am copying in  from my team – I’ve asked 
him to do some initial thinking about the criteria we could use to assess the options, which we can discuss when we 
meet. 
 
Hope your trip to Auckland goes well. 
 
regards 
Katrina 
 
 

Katrina Sutich | Senior Policy Manager | Vocational & Skills Policy 

DDI +

  
From:  [mailto: @tec.govt.nz]  
Sent: Monday, 18 June 2018 9:42 a.m. 
To:  [TSY] < @treasury.govt.nz>; Katrina Sutich <Katrina.Sutich@education.govt.nz> 
Cc:  < @tec.govt.nz>; Ministerial Requests <ministerial.requests@tec.govt.nz> 
Subject: RE: TEC report on Waikato's leasing arrangements - feedback from TSY 
Importance: High 
 
Hi, 
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Following our previous conversations, please see attached draft of AM to be sent. 
 
Could I please have your comments ASAP as I will need to finalise it before COP today and put it through our sign-
out to send to Minister’s Office, as I am in Auckland tomorrow whole day visiting ITPs. 
 
Hugh – could you run your eyes over this also to see if this reads OK? Thanks 
 
Regards 
 

Senior Business Analyst - Monitoring and Crown Ownership 
Tertiary Education Commission Te Amorangi Mātauranga Matua 
::    :: @tec.govt.nz 
 
From:   
Sent: Friday, 15 June 2018 12:24 PM 
To: '  [TSY]' < @treasury.govt.nz>; Katrina.Sutich@education.govt.nz 
Cc:  < @tec.govt.nz>; Ministerial Requests <ministerial.requests@tec.govt.nz> 
Subject: RE: TEC report on Waikato's leasing arrangements - feedback from TSY 
 
Hi and Katrina, 
 
Minister’s Office have agreed to COP 20 July 2018 for a full briefing paper, with definitely no extensions. Please 
inform your colleagues. 
 
I am away early next week visiting ITPs in Auckland. So will look to pull together a meeting with all 
interested/involved parties, late in the week or early the week after. Meanwhile could you please think of who else 
we need to include other than us 3, OTS and ……? 
 
Regards 
 

Senior Business Analyst - Monitoring and Crown Ownership 
Tertiary Education Commission Te Amorangi Mātauranga Matua 
::    :: @tec.govt.nz 
 
From:  [TSY] [mailto: @treasury.govt.nz]  
Sent: Friday, 15 June 2018 9:47 AM 
To:  < @tec.govt.nz>; Katrina.Sutich@education.govt.nz 
Cc:  < @tec.govt.nz> 
Subject: RE: TEC report on Waikato's leasing arrangements - feedback from TSY 
 
I am happy with the new timeframe – as long as it means we can get OTS and other agencies in the room as well – 
and we are able to answer some of the complexities related to this issue. 
Instead of a firm date – how about “you can expect a detailed report with options in late July.”  
 

 | Tertiary Education | The Treasury 
 @treasury.govt.nz  

 
 
From:  [mailto: @tec.govt.nz]  
Sent: Friday, 15 June 2018 9:36 a.m. 
To:  [TSY] < @treasury.govt.nz>; Katrina.Sutich@education.govt.nz 
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Cc:  < @tec.govt.nz> 
Subject: RE: TEC report on Waikato's leasing arrangements - feedback from TSY 
 
Hi and Katrina, 
 
I have spoken to the Minister’s Office and they are happy with the approach for a holding response rather than a 
briefing at this stage which may not do justice to such a complex issue. So I will do that. Just one thing I want clear 
with you both – in this response we need to set a timeframe as to when we expect to get the full briefing to him. I 
was thinking around 3 weeks, no later than 12 July COP. 
 
Are you happy with that date? Please let me know asap. 
 
Katrina – cleared your message only today, had problems with the voice mail audio. 
 
Regards 
 

Senior Business Analyst - Monitoring and Crown Ownership 
Tertiary Education Commission Te Amorangi Mātauranga Matua 
::    :: @tec.govt.nz 
 
From:  [TSY] [mailto: @treasury.govt.nz]  
Sent: Thursday, 14 June 2018 1:46 PM 
To:  < @tec.govt.nz> 
Cc: Katrina.Sutich@education.govt.nz 
Subject: RE: TEC report on Waikato's leasing arrangements - feedback from TSY 
 
Thanks , 
 
Let me know how you get on with the MO and what they say 
The extra few days will be helpful in fleshing it out further – if anything, a possible holding response from the 
Minister might be one way of dealing with Waikato for the moment and then agencies can have a whiteboard 
session if need be 
 
Cheers 
 

 | Tertiary Education | The Treasury 
 @treasury.govt.nz  

 
 
From:  [mailto: @tec.govt.nz]  
Sent: Thursday, 14 June 2018 9:31 a.m. 
To: Katrina Sutich <Katrina.Sutich@education.govt.nz>;  [TSY] < @treasury.govt.nz> 
Cc: Kate Williamson [TSY] <Kate.Williamson@treasury.govt.nz>;  < @tec.govt.nz>; Andrew 
Rutledge [TSY] <Andrew.Rutledge@treasury.govt.nz>; xtn_Andy Jackson <Andy.Jackson@education.govt.nz>; 
Ministerial Requests <ministerial.requests@tec.govt.nz> 
Subject: RE: TEC report on Waikato's leasing arrangements - feedback from TSY 
 
Hi Katrina and
 
Firstly I have asked for more time and Minister’s Office have moved the date to 19 June COP. 
 
The original brief was for an information request (subsequently changed to an AM) covering - that provides a 
summary/analysis of Waikato Uni’s report, with input from MoE where needed, due COP 8 June. The summary may 
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include key points & agencies views. It may also be useful to include recommendations with advantages and 
disadvantages. 
 
So the crux of the request seems to be the analysis of Waikato’s report. Hence my reason for bringing Treasury into 
the picture. We need to ensure that this is fully satisfied. 
 
We are widening the scope now a bit, and I think we may not be able to do all that is suggested in time. The other 
option is to stay with the AM, and recommend in the next steps that more work is needed suggesting a full briefing 
(which TEC, MoE & Treasury will work on plus any other we identify) and recommend that a holding reply be sent to 
Waikato Uni meanwhile.  
 
I will contact Minister’s office and see what they think about this and get back to you.  
 
Regards 
 

Senior Business Analyst - Monitoring and Crown Ownership 
Tertiary Education Commission Te Amorangi Mātauranga Matua 
::    :: @tec.govt.nz 
 
From: Katrina Sutich [mailto:Katrina.Sutich@education.govt.nz]  
Sent: Wednesday, 13 June 2018 5:07 PM 
To: '  [TSY]' < @treasury.govt.nz>;  < @tec.govt.nz> 
Cc: Kate Williamson [TSY] <Kate.Williamson@treasury.govt.nz>;  < @tec.govt.nz>; 
xtn_Andrew Rutledge <andrew.rutledge@treasury.govt.nz>; xtn_Andy Jackson <Andy.Jackson@education.govt.nz>
Subject: RE: TEC report on Waikato's leasing arrangements - feedback from TSY 
 
Hi  
 
Thanks for sending this through. I agree with  comments - on the basis of the emails I’ve seen, it sounds like 
the Minister wants a report with advice and recommendations (ie he’s already received a brief overview of the issue 
a few weeks ago and has asked for recommendations and MoF’s office is holding off on a response to Waikato 
pending advice from officials). Given that, I’m not sure that the AM will hit the mark. Also, whether compensation is 
appropriate may be a question for legal, which we should work through prior to providing advice to the Minister.  
 
To support a discussion with the Minister of Finance and a decision on a formal response to Waikato, I think that (in 
addition to assessing the analysis of Waikato’s Campus Rent Report), the report to the Minister should include: 

• More detail of the problem, including: 
o details of the land being rezoned to residential by the local council –  what are the details of this? 

Presumably out of Waikato’s control? Reasonably foreseeable or not? 
o more info on the relative inequity for Waikato compared to other TEIs required to pay rental for 

their campuses (and any precedent that could be set, which relates to potential liability for the 
Crown) 

o more detail on WinTec and the implications of the settlement on them, if any  
• An outline of the possible options, including the status quo, the compensation options suggested in the 

Waikato report, other options that have been considered before etc 
• Criteria that should take into account in assessing the options against the status quo, which could include 

costs to the crown, equity, the impact the lease costs are having on the financial and educational 
performance of the entity (which doesn’t seem to be covered in the report), etc 

• Our analysis of the options and our recommended approach (taking into account the implications/risks 
raised by 

 
As there is quite a lot of work to do to develop the report, I think that the best approach might be to let the 
Minister’s office know that further analysis is required before we can provide recommendations and that in the 
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meantime the Minister could provide Waikato with a holding response.  In the meantime, I’m very happy to meet up 
with you and others to develop an approach to the issues and the report. 
 
Happy to discuss, 
Katrina  
 
 

Katrina Sutich | Senior Policy Manager | Vocational & Skills Policy 

DDI +

  
From:  [TSY] [mailto: @treasury.govt.nz]  
Sent: Wednesday, 13 June 2018 4:39 p.m. 
To:  < @tec.govt.nz> 
Cc: Kate Williamson [TSY] <Kate.Williamson@treasury.govt.nz>;  < @tec.govt.nz>; Andrew 
Rutledge (Treasury) <andrew.rutledge@treasury.govt.nz>; Katrina Sutich <Katrina.Sutich@education.govt.nz> 
Subject: RE: TEC report on Waikato's leasing arrangements - feedback from TSY 
 
[IN-CONFIDENCE] 
 
Hi , 
 
In addition the comments I sent yesterday and our phone call this morning, I think we need to update the report a 
number of ways to include the following points: 
 

• I think we need to be clear about what Ministers want from this report – as this is very similar to the briefing 
that TEC put up a few weeks ago.  

o You mentioned we can attach in the annex, but I think it is best if the key points were in the body of 
the report, with no attachments (as Ministers are unlikely to read this).  

o This would likely mean it becomes a substantial report rather than AM 
• I think the report also needs to raise the impact of rising rents is having on the financial and educational 

performance of the entity which doesn’t seem to be covered in the report 
• We need to understand the implications/risks of this option more before they go in advice to Ministers both 

in terms of fiscals, potential for flow on in terms of potentially going back on full and final settlement, and 
role for govt in intervening in Waikato and Tainui relationship.  

o This point may be covered if agencies got around a room together, but at least noting to Ministers 
that we are aware and will work through these issues 

• The point about Wintec also being affected by the rental increases needs to be developed further – why 
have they not made representations in the past, or if they have, what is unique about Waikato? 

 
Other points to consider, although of lesser urgency now: 
 

• Also, it was mentioned in passing that the land was rezoned to residential by the local council– which would 
explain the big hike in rent price following the 2006 review – something that is out of Waikato’s control I 
presume?  

• Noting that Waikato’s international rankings have improved significantly, that Mr Quigley might raise this 
with Ministers  

 
We can discuss this after our meeting tomorrow about Unitec, or please give me a call in the morning 
 
Regards 
 
 

 | Tertiary Education | The Treasury 
 @treasury.govt.nz  
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From:  [mailto: @tec.govt.nz]  
Sent: Tuesday, 12 June 2018 12:44 p.m. 
To:  [TSY] < @treasury.govt.nz>; Katrina Sutich (Katrina.Sutich@education.govt.nz) 
<Katrina.Sutich@education.govt.nz> 
Cc:  < @tec.govt.nz>; xtn_Andy Jackson <Andy.Jackson@education.govt.nz>; xtn_John 
MacCormick <John.MacCormick@education.govt.nz>; Ministerial Requests <ministerial.requests@tec.govt.nz> 
Subject: Information for Minister - Tainui Lease - University of Waikato 
Importance: High 
 
Hi All, 
 
Here is the draft of the AM re the above. Your timely comments and feedback will appreciated.  Please give some 
special thought to the recommendations as we have been advised by Minister Hipkins’ office that -  
 
The Minister of Finance’s office has asked to see the advice that TEC/MoE/TSY are putting up. Can you ensure there is
a recommendation to forward to the MoF, or for decisions to be made jointly (whichever is appropriate)?  
 
Abbas – could you or you Treasury colleague insert your information in the space provided in the draft.  
 
The due date is COP 15 June. Minister’s Offices requested an Aide-memoire from TEC coordinated with MoE and 
Treasury. 
 
Regards 
 

Senior Business Analyst - Monitoring and Crown Ownership 
Tertiary Education Commission Te Amorangi Mātauranga Matua 
::    :: @tec.govt.nz 
 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE 

 
The information in this email is confidential to the Treasury, intended only for the addressee(s), and may also be legally privileged. If you 
are not an intended addressee: 
a. please immediately delete this email and notify the Treasury by return email or telephone (64 4 472 2733); 
b. any use, dissemination or copying of this email is strictly prohibited and may be unlawful.  
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From:  [mailto: @tec.govt.nz]  
Sent: Wednesday, 20 June 2018 12:44 p.m. 
To:  [TSY] < @treasury.govt.nz> 
Subject: RE: TEC report on Waikato's leasing arrangements - feedback from TSY 
 
Hi 
 
Here it is. 
 

Senior Business Analyst - Monitoring and Crown Ownership 
Tertiary Education Commission Te Amorangi Mātauranga Matua 
::    :: @tec.govt.nz 
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From:  [TSY] [mailto: @treasury.govt.nz]  
Sent: Tuesday, 19 June 2018 1:46 PM 
To:  < @tec.govt.nz> 
Subject: RE: TEC report on Waikato's leasing arrangements - feedback from TSY 
 
Thank you for the update , 
 
Are you able to send me the word version of this report, means I can cut and paste the relevant versions into my 
note and prevent duplication of effort 
 
Cheers 
 

 | Tertiary Education | The Treasury 
 @treasury.govt.nz  

 
 
From:  [mailto: @tec.govt.nz]  
Sent: Monday, 18 June 2018 5:15 p.m. 
To:  [TSY] < @treasury.govt.nz> 
Subject: RE: TEC report on Waikato's leasing arrangements - feedback from TSY 
 
Hi, 
 
He just called back.  
 
Yes Waikato is still paying at the 2011 rate of , but accruing the costs in their books at  which is the mid-
point between what Tainui want and the existing rate. Their forecasts are all based on the worst-case of 
 
Regards 
 

Senior Business Analyst - Monitoring and Crown Ownership 
Tertiary Education Commission Te Amorangi Mātauranga Matua 
::    :: @tec.govt.nz 
 
From:   
Sent: Monday, 18 June 2018 5:11 PM 
To: '  [TSY]' < @treasury.govt.nz> 
Subject: RE: TEC report on Waikato's leasing arrangements - feedback from TSY 
 
Hi 
 
I have the 2006 figure as being . The TEC records show that in 2006, Tainui proposed a rental increase to 

 based on a valuation of $47.3 million.  The University obtained a separate valuation of $35.6 million, 
resulting in a proposed rental of  and they were negotiating on this. So it may be that they settled at 

 that is close to the mid-point. That is the number that subsequent AM and briefings quotes. 
 
I believe Waikato is still paying the 2011 rate for the moment. I have left a message for their CFO to confirm this. 
Will get back to you when I hear from him. 
 
Regards 
 

Senior Business Analyst - Monitoring and Crown Ownership 
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Tertiary Education Commission Te Amorangi Mātauranga Matua 
::    :: @tec.govt.nz 
 
From:  [TSY] [mailto: @treasury.govt.nz]  
Sent: Monday, 18 June 2018 10:33 AM 
To:  < @tec.govt.nz> 
Subject: RE: TEC report on Waikato's leasing arrangements - feedback from TSY 
 
Thanks , 
 
I have just created this simple table to show the rental increases. Can you please verify the comments next to the 
numbers, especially the 2001, 2006, and 2016 one. 
 
Also, is Waikato paying 2011 rates still? As your previous note mentioned that the 2016 negotiations are not yet 
agreed to? 
 
This will go into our note to the MoF 
 

 
 

 | Tertiary Education | The Treasury 
 @treasury.govt.nz  

 
 
From:  [mailto: @tec.govt.nz]  
Sent: Monday, 18 June 2018 9:42 a.m. 
To:  [TSY] < @treasury.govt.nz>; Katrina.Sutich@education.govt.nz 
Cc:  < @tec.govt.nz>; Ministerial Requests <ministerial.requests@tec.govt.nz> 
Subject: RE: TEC report on Waikato's leasing arrangements - feedback from TSY 
Importance: High 
 
Hi, 
 
Following our previous conversations, please see attached draft of AM to be sent. 
 
Could I please have your comments ASAP as I will need to finalise it before COP today and put it through our sign-
out to send to Minister’s Office, as I am in Auckland tomorrow whole day visiting ITPs. 
 

could you run your eyes over this also to see if this reads OK? Thanks 
 
Regards 
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Senior Business Analyst - Monitoring and Crown Ownership 
Tertiary Education Commission Te Amorangi Mātauranga Matua 
::    :: @tec.govt.nz 
 
From:   
Sent: Friday, 15 June 2018 12:24 PM 
To: '  [TSY]' < @treasury.govt.nz>; Katrina.Sutich@education.govt.nz 
Cc:  < @tec.govt.nz>; Ministerial Requests <ministerial.requests@tec.govt.nz> 
Subject: RE: TEC report on Waikato's leasing arrangements - feedback from TSY 
 
Hi  and Katrina, 
 
Minister’s Office have agreed to COP 20 July 2018 for a full briefing paper, with definitely no extensions. Please 
inform your colleagues. 
 
I am away early next week visiting ITPs in Auckland. So will look to pull together a meeting with all 
interested/involved parties, late in the week or early the week after. Meanwhile could you please think of who else 
we need to include other than us 3, OTS and ……? 
 
Regards 
 

Senior Business Analyst - Monitoring and Crown Ownership 
Tertiary Education Commission Te Amorangi Mātauranga Matua 
::    :: @tec.govt.nz 
 
From:  [TSY] [mailto: @treasury.govt.nz]  
Sent: Friday, 15 June 2018 9:47 AM 
To:  < @tec.govt.nz>; Katrina.Sutich@education.govt.nz 
Cc:  < @tec.govt.nz> 
Subject: RE: TEC report on Waikato's leasing arrangements - feedback from TSY 
 
I am happy with the new timeframe – as long as it means we can get OTS and other agencies in the room as well – 
and we are able to answer some of the complexities related to this issue. 
Instead of a firm date – how about “you can expect a detailed report with options in late July.”  
 

 | Tertiary Education | The Treasury 
 @treasury.govt.nz  

 
 
From:  [mailto: @tec.govt.nz]  
Sent: Friday, 15 June 2018 9:36 a.m. 
To:  [TSY] < @treasury.govt.nz>; Katrina.Sutich@education.govt.nz 
Cc:  < @tec.govt.nz> 
Subject: RE: TEC report on Waikato's leasing arrangements - feedback from TSY 
 
Hi  and Katrina, 
 
I have spoken to the Minister’s Office and they are happy with the approach for a holding response rather than a 
briefing at this stage which may not do justice to such a complex issue. So I will do that. Just one thing I want clear 
with you both – in this response we need to set a timeframe as to when we expect to get the full briefing to him. I 
was thinking around 3 weeks, no later than 12 July COP. 
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Are you happy with that date? Please let me know asap. 
 
Katrina – cleared your message only today, had problems with the voice mail audio. 
 
Regards 
 

Senior Business Analyst - Monitoring and Crown Ownership 
Tertiary Education Commission Te Amorangi Mātauranga Matua 
::    :: @tec.govt.nz 
 
From:  [TSY] [mailto: @treasury.govt.nz]  
Sent: Thursday, 14 June 2018 1:46 PM 
To:  < @tec.govt.nz> 
Cc: Katrina.Sutich@education.govt.nz 
Subject: RE: TEC report on Waikato's leasing arrangements - feedback from TSY 
 
Thanks , 
 
Let me know how you get on with the MO and what they say 
The extra few days will be helpful in fleshing it out further – if anything, a possible holding response from the 
Minister might be one way of dealing with Waikato for the moment and then agencies can have a whiteboard 
session if need be 
 
Cheers 
 

 | Tertiary Education | The Treasury 
@treasury.govt.nz  

 
 
From:  [mailto: @tec.govt.nz]  
Sent: Thursday, 14 June 2018 9:31 a.m. 
To: Katrina Sutich <Katrina.Sutich@education.govt.nz>;  [TSY] < @treasury.govt.nz> 
Cc: Kate Williamson [TSY] <Kate.Williamson@treasury.govt.nz>;  < @tec.govt.nz>; Andrew 
Rutledge [TSY] <Andrew.Rutledge@treasury.govt.nz>; xtn_Andy Jackson <Andy.Jackson@education.govt.nz>; 
Ministerial Requests <ministerial.requests@tec.govt.nz> 
Subject: RE: TEC report on Waikato's leasing arrangements - feedback from TSY 
 
Hi Katrina and
 
Firstly I have asked for more time and Minister’s Office have moved the date to 19 June COP. 
 
The original brief was for an information request (subsequently changed to an AM) covering - that provides a 
summary/analysis of Waikato Uni’s report, with input from MoE where needed, due COP 8 June. The summary may 
include key points & agencies views. It may also be useful to include recommendations with advantages and 
disadvantages. 
 
So the crux of the request seems to be the analysis of Waikato’s report. Hence my reason for bringing Treasury into 
the picture. We need to ensure that this is fully satisfied. 
 
We are widening the scope now a bit, and I think we may not be able to do all that is suggested in time. The other 
option is to stay with the AM, and recommend in the next steps that more work is needed suggesting a full briefing 
(which TEC, MoE & Treasury will work on plus any other we identify) and recommend that a holding reply be sent to 
Waikato Uni meanwhile.  
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I will contact Minister’s office and see what they think about this and get back to you.  
 
Regards 
 

Senior Business Analyst - Monitoring and Crown Ownership 
Tertiary Education Commission Te Amorangi Mātauranga Matua 
::    :: @tec.govt.nz 
 
From: Katrina Sutich [mailto:Katrina.Sutich@education.govt.nz]  
Sent: Wednesday, 13 June 2018 5:07 PM 
To: '  [TSY]' < @treasury.govt.nz>;  < @tec.govt.nz> 
Cc: Kate Williamson [TSY] <Kate.Williamson@treasury.govt.nz>;  < @tec.govt.nz>; 
xtn_Andrew Rutledge <andrew.rutledge@treasury.govt.nz>; xtn_Andy Jackson <Andy.Jackson@education.govt.nz>
Subject: RE: TEC report on Waikato's leasing arrangements - feedback from TSY 
 
Hi  
 
Thanks for sending this through. I agree with omments - on the basis of the emails I’ve seen, it sounds like 
the Minister wants a report with advice and recommendations (ie he’s already received a brief overview of the issue 
a few weeks ago and has asked for recommendations and MoF’s office is holding off on a response to Waikato 
pending advice from officials). Given that, I’m not sure that the AM will hit the mark. Also, whether compensation is 
appropriate may be a question for legal, which we should work through prior to providing advice to the Minister.  
 
To support a discussion with the Minister of Finance and a decision on a formal response to Waikato, I think that (in 
addition to assessing the analysis of Waikato’s Campus Rent Report), the report to the Minister should include: 

• More detail of the problem, including: 
o details of the land being rezoned to residential by the local council –  what are the details of this? 

Presumably out of Waikato’s control? Reasonably foreseeable or not? 
o more info on the relative inequity for Waikato compared to other TEIs required to pay rental for 

their campuses (and any precedent that could be set, which relates to potential liability for the 
Crown) 

o more detail on WinTec and the implications of the settlement on them, if any  
• An outline of the possible options, including the status quo, the compensation options suggested in the 

Waikato report, other options that have been considered before etc 
• Criteria that should take into account in assessing the options against the status quo, which could include 

costs to the crown, equity, the impact the lease costs are having on the financial and educational 
performance of the entity (which doesn’t seem to be covered in the report), etc 

• Our analysis of the options and our recommended approach (taking into account the implications/risks 
raised by 

 
As there is quite a lot of work to do to develop the report, I think that the best approach might be to let the 
Minister’s office know that further analysis is required before we can provide recommendations and that in the 
meantime the Minister could provide Waikato with a holding response.  In the meantime, I’m very happy to meet up 
with you and others to develop an approach to the issues and the report. 
 
Happy to discuss, 
Katrina  
 
 

Katrina Sutich | Senior Policy Manager | Vocational & Skills Policy 

DDI +
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From:  [TSY] [mailto: @treasury.govt.nz]  
Sent: Wednesday, 13 June 2018 4:39 p.m. 
To:  < @tec.govt.nz> 
Cc: Kate Williamson [TSY] <Kate.Williamson@treasury.govt.nz>;  < @tec.govt.nz>; Andrew 
Rutledge (Treasury) <andrew.rutledge@treasury.govt.nz>; Katrina Sutich <Katrina.Sutich@education.govt.nz> 
Subject: RE: TEC report on Waikato's leasing arrangements - feedback from TSY 
 
[IN-CONFIDENCE] 
 
Hi , 
 
In addition the comments I sent yesterday and our phone call this morning, I think we need to update the report a 
number of ways to include the following points: 
 

• I think we need to be clear about what Ministers want from this report – as this is very similar to the briefing 
that TEC put up a few weeks ago.  

o You mentioned we can attach in the annex, but I think it is best if the key points were in the body of 
the report, with no attachments (as Ministers are unlikely to read this).  

o This would likely mean it becomes a substantial report rather than AM 
• I think the report also needs to raise the impact of rising rents is having on the financial and educational 

performance of the entity which doesn’t seem to be covered in the report 
• We need to understand the implications/risks of this option more before they go in advice to Ministers both 

in terms of fiscals, potential for flow on in terms of potentially going back on full and final settlement, and 
role for govt in intervening in Waikato and Tainui relationship.  

o This point may be covered if agencies got around a room together, but at least noting to Ministers 
that we are aware and will work through these issues 

• The point about Wintec also being affected by the rental increases needs to be developed further – why 
have they not made representations in the past, or if they have, what is unique about Waikato? 

 
Other points to consider, although of lesser urgency now: 
 

• Also, it was mentioned in passing that the land was rezoned to residential by the local council– which would 
explain the big hike in rent price following the 2006 review – something that is out of Waikato’s control I 
presume?  

• Noting that Waikato’s international rankings have improved significantly, that Mr Quigley might raise this 
with Ministers  

 
We can discuss this after our meeting tomorrow about Unitec, or please give me a call in the morning 
 
Regards 
 
 

 | Tertiary Education | The Treasury 
 @treasury.govt.nz  

 
 
 
From:  [mailto: @tec.govt.nz]  
Sent: Tuesday, 12 June 2018 12:44 p.m. 
To:  [TSY] < @treasury.govt.nz>; Katrina Sutich (Katrina.Sutich@education.govt.nz) 
<Katrina.Sutich@education.govt.nz> 
Cc:  < @tec.govt.nz>; xtn_Andy Jackson <Andy.Jackson@education.govt.nz>; xtn_John 
MacCormick <John.MacCormick@education.govt.nz>; Ministerial Requests <ministerial.requests@tec.govt.nz> 
Subject: Information for Minister - Tainui Lease - University of Waikato 
Importance: High 
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Hi All, 
 
Here is the draft of the AM re the above. Your timely comments and feedback will appreciated.  Please give some 
special thought to the recommendations as we have been advised by Minister Hipkins’ office that -  
 
The Minister of Finance’s office has asked to see the advice that TEC/MoE/TSY are putting up. Can you ensure there is
a recommendation to forward to the MoF, or for decisions to be made jointly (whichever is appropriate)?  
 

could you or you Treasury colleague insert your information in the space provided in the draft.  
 
The due date is COP 15 June. Minister’s Offices requested an Aide-memoire from TEC coordinated with MoE and 
Treasury. 
 
Regards 
 

Senior Business Analyst - Monitoring and Crown Ownership 
Tertiary Education Commission Te Amorangi Mātauranga Matua 
::    :: @tec.govt.nz 
 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE 

 
The information in this email is confidential to the Treasury, intended only for the addressee(s), and may also be legally privileged. If you 
are not an intended addressee: 
a. please immediately delete this email and notify the Treasury by return email or telephone (64 4 472 2733); 
b. any use, dissemination or copying of this email is strictly prohibited and may be unlawful.  
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